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1	

William McKinnon      1	
CA Bar No. 129329     2	
POB 3161, Grass Valley, CA 95945-3161   3	
Voice:  530.575.5335 4	
Attorney for WATER AUDIT CALIFORNIA 5	
 6	
 7	

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 8	
 9	

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO 10	
 11	
 12	
WATER AUDIT CALIFORNIA,   ) Case No.  13	
a California Public Benefit Corporation,   ) 34-2016-8002487-CU-WM-GDS 14	
       ) 15	
  Plaintiff/Petitioner,   ) 16	
       )   17	
  v.     ) FIRST AMENDED 18	

) COMPLAINT FOR 19	
  ) DECLARATORY RELIEF; 20	
  ) FOR PRELIMINARY  21	

THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF  ) AND PERMANENT          22	
VETERANS AFFAIRS, a Department  ) INJUNCTIONS;  23	
of the State of California;     )  PETITION FOR WRIT 24	
and Does 1 through 20, inclusive,   ) OF MANDATE 25	
       ) 26	
  Defendants/Respondents  )  27	
       ) 28	
_____________________________________ ) 29	

 30	

WATER AUDIT CALIFORNIA hereby asks the court to find that the 31	

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS AND DOES 1 TO 20 32	

are in breach of their duties to the public trust under both statute and common 33	

law in their operation of Rector Dam; to enjoin the Defendants / Respondents 34	

from further such conduct; and to order them to comply with their duties.  No 35	

monetary damages are sought.  36	
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1	
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 EXHIBIT 1 3	
Arial image of Rector watershed, reservoir, dam, and downstream reach – Sept. 20161 4	
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I.  THE PARTIES 1	

 2	

1.     The plaintiff and petitioner, WATER AUDIT CALIFORNIA, (“Water 3	

Audit”) is a California public benefit corporation, organized and existing 4	

under the laws of the State of California.  Water Audit is a “person” under 5	

California Corporations Code Sections 18 (“‘Person’ includes a corporation 6	

as well as a natural person”); 15901.02(y) (“‘Person’ means an individual . 7	

. . corporation . . .”); and 25013 (“‘Person’ means an individual, a 8	

corporation . . .”). Water Audit maintains a web site at WaterAuditCA.org. 9	

2.     The STATE OF CALIFORNIA (State) is one of the United States of 10	

America.  11	

3.    The defendant and respondent CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 12	

VETERANS AFFAIRS (CDVA) is a department of the State of California 13	

and accordingly is a “state agency.”  California Military and Veterans Code 14	

section 63; Gov’t Code § 6252(f)(1).  Water Audit is informed and believes 15	

that the CDVA is the operator of the Rector Dam, NID Number CA00011, 16	

located in the Napa Valley, adjacent to the Town of Yountville, California, 17	

at latitude 38° 26’ longitude -122° 20’.  The Rector Dam blocks the natural 18	

flow of the Rector Creek to form the Rector Reservoir.  19	

																																																																																																																																																																					
1		 As part of its review, Water Audit inspected Rector Dam, Reservoir, and adjacent areas 
on several occasions during the summer of 2016.  Submitted herewith is the Declaration of 
Amber Manfree, the photographer that captured the exhibited images in this complaint. 
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4.    Water Audit does not know the true names of respondents and 1	

defendants DOES 1 to 20, inclusive, and therefore sues them by these 2	

fictitious names.  Water Audit is informed and believes, and on the basis of 3	

such information and belief alleges, that each of these parties is in some 4	

manner legally responsible for the events and happenings alleged herein.  5	

Water Audit is further informed and believes, and on the basis of such 6	

information and belief alleges, that at all times mentioned the respondents 7	

were the agents and employees of their co-respondents and defendants, 8	

and in doing the things herein alleged were acting within the course and 9	

scope of such agency and employment. 10	

 11	

II.  VENUE 12	

5.    Venue is proper in this Court because the administrative offices of 13	

the CDVA are located in the County of Sacramento, California.   14	

 15	

III.  JURISDICTION 16	

6.    This Court has subject matter jurisdiction because the causes of 17	

action arise under the California Constitution, the California Fish & Game 18	

Code (“FGC”) and the California public trust doctrine.  (National Audubon 19	

Society v. Superior Court (National Audubon) (1983) 33 Cal.3 419) 20	

 21	
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IV.  INTRODUCTION  1	

7.    Under California law, dam owners and operators must avoid 2	

unnecessary harm to the public trust.  This includes diverting water only as 3	

authorized by permit or license, bypassing sufficient water to keep fish 4	

downstream of the dam in good condition, controlling dam flows to avoid 5	

damage to fish habitats, and measuring and reporting their conduct to the 6	

public.  May the agencies of the State harm the public trust by failing to 7	

perform these duties? 8	

8.   Water, and the fish that inhabit it, have had a distinct legal status 9	

since the earliest promulgation of law.  In 535 C.E. the Roman Institutes of 10	

Justinian stated: “By the law of nature these things are common to 11	

mankind – the air, running water, the sea and consequently the shores of 12	

the sea.” Orion Corp. v. State, 109 Wash. 2d 621, 747 P.2d 1062 (1987) 13	

cert. denied, 108 S.Ct. 1996 (1988)    14	

9.   The phrase “common to mankind” connotes that water in its natural 15	

state cannot become private property.  California Water Code section 102 16	

states: "all water within the State is the property of the people of the State, 17	

but the right to the use of water may be acquired by appropriation in the 18	

manner provided by law."  “The right of property in water is usufructuary, 19	

and consists not so much of the fluid itself as the advantage of its use."  20	

Eddy v. Simpson (1853) 3 Cal. 249, 252.  21	
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10.   To provide for the protection and administration of this resource 1	

there has developed the legal principle of a “public trust,” whereby the 2	

sovereign (or state) is held to be a trustee for the public’s interests.  In 3	

contemporary California the elected representatives of the people have 4	

delegated that responsibility to two trustee agencies.  The State Water 5	

Resources Control Board and its various subdivisions are responsible for 6	

the administration of water itself, and the Department of Fish and Wildlife 7	

has the duty to protect the life forms that inhabit the waters of the state.   8	

11.    Water is a scarce resource in California, and its waste is not in the 9	

public interest.  As there is inadequate water for all purposes, there must 10	

be a balancing by the trustee agencies to determine what use of water is 11	

in the best interest of the public as a whole.  An economic purpose that 12	

may benefit a small population must be balanced against the interest of 13	

the people as a whole to preserve a vibrant and diverse ecosystem.  14	

12.   The trustee’s decisions cannot be final.  When circumstances and 15	

the priorities of the people change, the public trust doctrine requires us to 16	

revisit prior decisions, and adjust them to suit the present conditions.  17	

Two hundred years ago California was largely in a natural state, and the 18	

environmental needs of humanity were small in comparison to the natural 19	

resources.  Seventy years ago we were in a post-war era, and human 20	
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economic development was needed to create a stable society.  Today 1	

thoughtless development has triggered the sixth extinction of life on Earth.  2	

13.   This action does not challenge prior decisions, but seeks to remedy 3	

the trustee agencies total failure to consider the needs of the public trust in 4	

the allocation process.  Further, the trustee agencies have been neglectful 5	

in their duties to compel dam operators to fully account for their conduct, 6	

and to compel dam operators to preserve the public trust.  This action 7	

seeks to remedy these omissions. 8	

14.   Humans’ desire for water for economic purposes cannot be allowed 9	

to destroy all other life.  It is a simple and obvious balancing of priorities.  If 10	

a person’s house burns to the ground because of inadequate water to 11	

quench the flames, while unfortunate, the home can be rebuilt.  If a life is 12	

lost because of inadequate water, it is beyond human ability to restore it.  13	

To sustain the common heritage of natural life must be the first priority for 14	

our state’s water.  The State of California and its agencies must lead the 15	

way to a sustainable future, not hasten environmental collapse by 16	

thoughtless neglect.  Rector Dam and its needed reforms are 17	

representative of larger issues confronting our state, and the need to be 18	

aware and responsible for the consequences of our conduct. 19	

 20	

 21	
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V.  THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE AND FGC 5937 1	

15.   In recent history the Napa River watershed supported one of the 2	

largest steelhead runs in the Bay Area.  Within a living generation salmon,  3	

rainbow trout and steelhead have been observed and collected both 4	

downstream and upstream of Rector Dam.  The condition of these species 5	

is held to be indicative of the health of their ecosystem. 6	

16.   For fish to be maintained in good condition streams must have:      7	

(1) clean loose gravels for spawning and egg development; (2) adequate 8	

pools and natural instream cover for juveniles; (3) connected alcoves and 9	

off-channel habitats for juveniles to survive winter flows; (4) clean cool 10	

water; and (5) unimpaired passage to and from the ocean.2 11	

17.   As a manifestation of the public trust, both federal and state 12	

legislation has sought to protect fish and their habitat.  For example, 13	

Central California Coast Steelhead is a federally threatened species under 14	

the Endangered Species Act, (50 C.F.R. § 227.4(j)).  Rector Creek is a 15	

specifically designated critical habitat for steelhead. (50 C.F.R. Sec. 16	

226.211 (h)(7)(iii))  17	

18.    Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) makes it illegal for 18	

"any person" to "take" an endangered species. 16 U.S.C. § I 538(a)(J)(C) 19	

																																																								
2		
	 http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/publications/recovery_planning/salmon_steelhea
d/domains/north_central_california_coast/Final%20Materials/coastal_multispecies_recovery_plan_e
xecutive_summary.pdf,	at	page	6.	
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The U.S. Secretary of the Interior has adopted a rule pursuant to Section 1	

4(d) of the ESA that applies this "take" prohibition to central California 2	

coast steelhead and other federally threatened anadromous fish.  50 3	

C.F.R. § 223.203(a); see also 50 C.F.R. § 17.31 (applying take prohibition 4	

to threatened species).  5	

19.   Construction or operation of dams in a listed species' habitat with 6	

inadequate fish screens or fish passage facilities may constitute a take.  7	

Takes may include the impacts of draining or altering of stream channels, 8	

or reduced flows resulting from dam diversion. 9	

20.  The State has also addressed this issue.  In 1914 California passed 10	

legislation that required dam operators to bypass sufficient water to 11	

maintain the fish downstream in good condition.  These bypass obligations 12	

have remained largely the same for the last century.  The Rebirth of 13	

California Fish & Game Code Section 5937: Water for Fish (2012) Börk, 14	

Krovoza, Katz & Moyle; U.C. Davis School of Law, Vol. 45, No. 3.  See 15	

also Use It or Lose It: California Fish and Game Code 5937 and Instream 16	

Fishery Uses (1980) Baiocchi, J.C. UC Davis Law Review AA volume 17	

14:431. 18	

21.    The quantum of bypass required to satisfy a dam owner’s duty to 19	

the public trust is set forth in California Fish and Game Code section 20	

(FGC) 5937, which reads in part: “The owner of any dam shall … allow 21	
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sufficient water to pass over, around or through the dam, to keep in good 1	

condition any fish that may be planted or exist below the dam.”   2	

22.   While many environmental advocates may focus on threatened 3	

salmonids, the scope of legislated concern is much broader.  FGC 45 4	

states that: “’Fish’ means wild fish, mollusks, crustaceans, invertebrates, 5	

or amphibians, including any part, spawn, or ova thereof.”  6	

23.    The criteria for fish in "good condition" includes: (1) the fish are 7	

healthy, free of disease, parasites, etc., and have reasonable growth rates 8	

with adequate habitat; (2) there is a diversity and abundance of aquatic 9	

populations, diversity of age class, sufficient habitat to support all life 10	

stages and support self-sustaining populations; (3) the overall health of the 11	

community is satisfactory, including co-evolved species and the health of 12	

the aquatic ecosystem at several trophic levels.  See Bear Creek - 13	

SWRCB Order 95-4 (1995) at 18 to 22; Putah Creek v. Solano Irrigation 14	

District, Sacramento Superior Court No. CV5155766 (1996), California 15	

Trout and State Board Order WR 95-17, Lagunitas Creek (1995)  16	

24.     Recent efforts to protect the public trust are often founded on the 17	

landmark case of National Audubon:  18	

The public trust is more than an affirmation of state power to 19	
use public property for public purposes.  It is an affirmation of 20	
the duty of the state to protect the people's common heritage 21	
of streams, lakes, marshlands and tidelands, surrendering 22	
that right of protection only in rare cases when the 23	
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abandonment of that right is consistent with the purposes of 1	
the trust. National Audubon, page 442  2	

 3	
[P]arties acquiring rights in trust property generally hold 4	
those rights subject to the trust, and can assert no vested 5	
right to use those rights in a manner harmful to the trust.” Id., 6	
page 520   7	

 8	
All Water Board allocations are made subject to “the 9	
continuing power of the state as administrator of the public 10	
trust, a power which extends to the revocation of previously 11	
granted rights or to the enforcement of the trust against 12	
lands long thought free of the trust.” Id, page 532  13	

 14	
25.    The California Supreme Court has held that where dam operations 15	

have resulted in injury to the public trust, the owner must do whatever is 16	

necessary to rehabilitate the habitat that was destroyed.  In California 17	

Trout, Inc. v. State Water Resources Control Bd. (1989) 207 Cal. App. 3d 18	

194, as herein, excessive water diversions had wholly eradicated the 19	

indigenous fish.  The real party in interest Los Angeles Water and Power, 20	

(LADWP), a public entity that diverts water for a public water supply, 21	

asserted that it was difficult to know how much water was necessary to 22	

rehabilitate the fish when the entire natural population had been 23	

destroyed.  The Supreme Court bluntly responded: “The answer is - 24	

enough to restore the historic fishery.”  Id., p 210 25	

 26	

 27	
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VI.  STANDING 1	

26.   If trustee agencies do not act to protect the public trust, whether 2	

due to conflicting priorities, limited financial resources, political 3	

considerations, or for any other reason, a private person has standing to 4	

commence an action.  National Audubon, supra, is closely analogous to 5	

this action, involving a suit by a non-profit citizen's group against the 6	

LADWP, (Id. at pp. 426-27.)  The plaintiffs alleged that the water 7	

diversions from tributaries that drain into Mono Lake violated the public 8	

trust, as it is alleged that the diversions by the CDVA do herein.  The 9	

California Supreme Court held that the Plaintiffs had the standing to bring 10	

a court action, even without first exhausting their administrative remedies 11	

by initiating a proceeding involving the Water Board.  (Id. at pp. 426, 452.)  12	

The Supreme Court later held that the standing to commence an action 13	

includes the right to obtain preliminary relief.  California Trout, Inc. v. State 14	

Water Resources Control Board (1989) 207 Cal.App.3d 585 [255 Cal.Rptr. 15	

184] 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	
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VII.  HISTORY OF RECTOR DAM OPERATIONS 1	

27.  The following review of dam operations is based upon review of the 2	

California Department of Water Rights3 (DWR) 642-page record produced 3	

to Water Audit in September 2016.  True and correct copies of excerpts 4	

from this record are attached as Exhibit A to the Declaration of Kristen 5	

Autry.  6	

28.  Since 1914 parties have been able to obtain appropriations of water 7	

that can be put to beneficial use by making application to the designated 8	

agency.  At all times material the process of obtaining an allocation of 9	

water in California consisted of three steps: (1) an application for a permit 10	

to the appropriate state agency; (2) the issuance of a permit that 11	

authorized construction of the specified engineering works necessary to 12	

put water to beneficial use; and (3) after the water allocation had been put 13	

to full beneficial use, the issuance of a license.   14	

29.  It took three years from the initial application to the issuance of the 15	

permit to construct Rector Dam.  Construction of the dam and primary 16	

distribution was completed in another three years, but it took more than 17	

thirty years to put the allocated water to full use.  Now, seventy years after 18	

the application was filed, as a consequence of extensive municipal and 19	

																																																								
	
3		 During the material time the name of the responsible state agency changed from the 
Department of Public Works, Division of Water Resources, to the State Water Resources Control 
Board, (SWRCB) Division of Water Rights.  Both iterations are referred to herein as the “DWR.” 
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intensive agricultural development, water has become a scarce resource 1	

and the initial purposes and places of use have changed all but entirely.  2	

Illustrative of this was the early use of Rector Dam water to raise game 3	

birds and deer at the Napa State Game Farm, now gone and replaced by 4	

the boutiques, restaurants and tasting rooms of the Town of Yountville.  5	

30.  In all of this time, and with all of these changes, there has never 6	

been a considered review of the needs of the public trust, although the law 7	

is clear that all allocations for “beneficial use” must be continuously 8	

subordinate to this consideration.  9	

31.  Dam and reservoir operation is not a technically complex process.  10	

From the perspective of the public trust, there are only four essential 11	

components needed to be able to adequately audit dam operations: 12	

a)  Inflow, including springs, precipitation in the surface of 13	

the reservoir, and runoff from the surrounding lands; 14	

b)    The volume of water in storage, measured with 15	

sufficient frequency to be able to readily determine the 16	

change in storage; 17	

c)   The identity, volume, place and purpose of deliveries 18	

to beneficial use; 19	

d)    The volume, rate, and temperature of spill and/or 20	

bypass, if any. 21	
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A. A Glossary of Terms 1	

32.  Before reviewing the record, it is appropriate to discuss the terms of 2	

reference.  Agricultural uses are measured and reported in “acres,” for 3	

example “general crops and gardens totaling 715 acres.”  An acre is 4	

43,560 square feet.  A regulation football field is 57,600 square feet, about 5	

one-third larger than an acre.  Water diverted, stored, and delivered has 6	

been reported in gallons, or more frequently in “acre-feet.”  An acre-foot, 7	

the volume required to cover an acre one foot deep in water, is 325,851 8	

gallons.  A delivery of approximately 900 gallons per day will require one 9	

acre-foot per year.  This pleading will standardize water volume 10	

measurements into acre-feet, converting reports expressed in gallons. 11	

33.  Ten technical terms used herein are “mass balance equation,”  12	

“direct diversion,” “diversion to storage,” “yield,” “drawdown,” “credible 13	

science,” “ecosystem-based management,” “adaptive management,” “best 14	

available technology,” and “best professional practices.” 15	

34.  A mass balance equation is based on the algebraic formula used to 16	

solve for an unknown value.  If values are available for any two of the 17	

three of inflow, outflow, or change of stored volume, it is possible to 18	

determine the third value by doing a mass balance equation.  It can be 19	

seen that the bathtub (reservoir) can spill only after it is full.  Until it is 20	
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spilling, the tub blocks all water unless there is a drain in the bottom.  Both 1	

bypass and deliveries to use can be seen as such drains.  2	

 3	

 4	
Image credit to Matthew Deitch, PhD.,  5	

Center for Ecosystem Restoration and Management, (CEMAR)  6	
 7	
 8	

35.  “Direct diversion” means water taken from a water source and 9	

used without being placed into storage, while “diversion to storage” 10	

provides for future needs.  “Yield” is the sum of direct diversion and 11	

diversion to storage.   12	

36.   The drawdown of a reservoir is the measure of the difference 13	

between the surface of the water in the reservoir and the elevation at 14	

which the dam will spill.  For example, a drawdown of 15 feet means that 15	

the water in the reservoir is 15 feet below the crest of the spillway.   16	

 37.  Increases and decreases in the volume of stored water 17	

determine the diversion classification.  If inflow is occurring at a 18	

reservoir and the water surface is rising, any withdrawal of water from 19	
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the reservoir is considered direct diversion.  If bypass and deliveries 1	

cause the reservoir level to fall, the delivery of water is considered 2	

withdrawal from storage.  Water that is withdrawn from a reservoir 3	

within thirty days is considered directly diverted, while water that 4	

remains for longer than thirty days is classified as being diverted to 5	

storage.  (California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 658)     6	

38.   If the sum of diversions and consumptive uses (i.e. the amount 7	

of water which has been consumed by evapotranspiration, percolated 8	

underground, or been otherwise lost as a collateral result of the 9	

diversions) is greater than inflow, the reservoir cannot spill. 10	

39.  Statutes define the remaining five terms: 11	

FGC 13.5.  "Adaptive management," … means management 12	
that improves the management of biological resources over 13	
time by using new information gathered through monitoring, 14	
evaluation, and other credible sources as they become 15	
available, and adjusts management strategies and practices 16	
to assist in meeting conservation and management goals. 17	
Under adaptive management, program actions are viewed 18	
as tools for learning to inform future actions. 19	
 20	
FGC 33.  "Credible science" means the best available 21	
scientific information that is not overly prescriptive due to the 22	
dynamic nature of science, and includes the evaluation 23	
principles of relevance, inclusiveness, objectivity, 24	
transparency, timeliness, verification, validation, and peer 25	
review of information as appropriate. 26	

   27	
 28	
 29	

FGC 43.  "Ecosystem-based management" means an 30	
environmental management approach relying on credible 31	
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science, as defined in Section 33, that recognizes the full 1	
array of interactions within an ecosystem, including humans, 2	
rather than considering single issues, species, or ecosystem 3	
services in isolation. 4	
 5	
Water Code Section 5100 states that “Best available 6	
technologies” means technologies at the highest 7	
technically practical level, using flow totaling devices, data 8	
loggers and telemetry, and “Best professional practices” 9	
means practices attaining and maintaining the accuracy of 10	
measurement and reporting devices and methods, 11	

 12	
 13	

B. The Application. 14	
 15	

40.  Government Code 14715 limits and prioritizes the allocation of 16	

water from Rector Reservoir to potential beneficial users.   17	

The Veterans’ Home of California, for all purposes including 18	
irrigation and domestic, shall have the first and prior right to 19	
all available water stored in Rector Dam on state property in 20	
Napa County.  Said right shall be prior to any allocation of 21	
said waters for the use of any other state institutions, 22	
including the State Game Farm and the Napa State Hospital. 23	
In the event that there is more water available than 24	
necessary to meet the requirements of the Veterans’ Home 25	
of California, the department may take and conduct from the 26	
dam such quantity of surplus water as may be determined by 27	
the Department of Water Resources to be necessary for the 28	
use of the Napa State Hospital and other state 29	
establishments located in the County of Napa, including the 30	
State Game Farm. 31	
 32	

41.    On May 7, 1942, the California Department of Finance, 33	

(Finance) filed application 10456 (Application).  (Exhibit 34	

A:DWR000236 et seq.) Among other matters the Application 35	
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contained the description of the critical elements of the intended 1	

places and purposes of use. 2	

Domestic (1) Napa State Hospital, (2) Veterans’ Home of 3	
California, (3) Napa State Farm, and (4) Napa State Game 4	
Farm.   Irrigation: (1) 540 acres, (2) 80 acres, (3) 306 acres, 5	
and (4) 14 acres, for a total 940 acres, as shown on the map 6	
filed May 7, 1942 with the Division of Water Resources. 7	

 8	
Domestic use is proposed as follows: All domestic uses at 9	
the four institutions including stock watering and the 10	
operation of a slaughter house at the Napa State Farm … 11	
allowing 130 gal. per capita per day [for the domestic uses] 12	
and present use at State Farm.    13	
 14	

42.    The proposed irrigation was described as 225 acres of lawns 15	

and flowers, and general crops and gardens of 715 acres.  The 16	

Application did not provide a legal description of the agricultural 17	

component of the place of use, and the DWR file does not contain a 18	

map that shows the location of these lands.  This omission is 19	

critically relevant to the current situation, as will be discussed 20	

below.  A contemporaneous comment in the file states that water 21	

was also taken by: “Mr. McPherson, a vineyardist, limited to 18 AFA 22	

[acre-feet annually].  Approval is granted yearly.”  It was later 23	

discussed that Mr. McPherson did not use the distribution system, 24	

but took delivery of his water by placing a pump on the top of the 25	

dam and charging 2,800 feet of pipe that he provided. 26	
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43.   In May 1942 the DWR advised Finance of the first principle 1	

of California water law: first in time, first in line, first in right.  The 2	

State Engineer wrote “vested rights to the use of water from the 3	

source … can not be lost, prejudiced or impaired by failure to 4	

protest against the application.” 5	

44.   The DWR records make no reference to public comment on 6	

the anticipated effect on fish from construction of the Dam, or 7	

contain any comment by the DFG to the Application.  The lack of 8	

concern at that time for the environmental impact of human 9	

activities can been seen in correspondence in July 1942, when the 10	

Deputy State Engineer raised the issue of the impact of the 11	

diversion on the natural flow of the Napa River.   12	

Some of the State institutions which are specified in this 13	
application have for many years taken all of the low flow 14	
water in Rector Creek at a point about one mile above the 15	
proposed damsite specified herein under rights antedating 16	
the present water law.  The fact that direct diversion of 10 17	
[cubic feet per second] has been specified in the application 18	
should not therefore be interpreted to mean that any 19	
encroachment on existing rights at points downstream is 20	
anticipated. 21	
 22	

45.   Within the month Finance responded: 23	

The estimated annual yield of the 4400 acre-foot reservoir 24	
proposed for construction of Rector Creek is 3240 acre-feet.  25	
This water would ultimately be used for domestic purposes 26	
and the irrigation of 400 acres of grounds and farm lands of 27	
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the Veterans’ Home, Napa State Farm and Napa State 1	
Game Farm, and 540 acres of farm lands, vegetable 2	
gardens and grounds at the Napa State Hospital.  Water for 3	
these uses in excess of that now used will be taken from 4	
water stored in the proposed reservoir during the winter 5	
period of high runoff in Rector Creek.  Some of the water 6	
used for irrigation on the 400 acres of land at the Veterans’ 7	
Home and Napa State Farm will undoubtedly return to Conn 8	
Creek and Napa River and improve the low-water conditions 9	
in the Napa River. 10	

 11	
 12	
C. The Permit Period 13	

 14	

46.   On December 20, 1945 the Water Board approved permit 15	

6466 (Permit) to build a 4,400 acre-foot reservoir with  (a) direct 16	

diversion limited to 10 cubic feet per second; and (b) diversion to 17	

storage of 4,400 acre feet per year during the period from October 18	

1 to May 31.  (Exhibit A:DWR000223)  It was noted that the 19	

agricultural use remained 940 acres, as described in the 20	

Application, but again the DWR file contains no legal description or 21	

map of these lands. 22	

47.   The CDVA made annual progress reports.  In January 1948 23	

it was reported: ”Dam and appurtenances were completed in 24	

March, 1947.”   The pipeline to the Napa State Farm, Napa Game 25	

Farm, and Veterans’ Home was completed in March 1948, and 26	
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water delivery was commenced by October 1948.  The Napa State 1	

Hospital (“State Hospital”) connection remained delayed.   2	

48.   In October 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952 and 1953 it was stated 3	

“no construction work has been done in the last 12 months.”  4	

Maximum withdrawal in one season was 1260 acre-feet in 1952.  In 5	

1954, although no connection was yet made to the State Hospital, 6	

construction work was reported as complete.  A baseline was 7	

drawn in 1954:  8	

(a) The Veterans’ Home, 725 acre-feet;  9	

(b) The Game Farm, 220 acre-feet;  10	

(c) Napa Farm, 520 acre-feet; and  11	

(d) Evaporation, 300 acre-feet, for a total of 1755 acre feet.   12	

49.   For a number of years the CDVA did not account for 13	

individual deliveries, reporting only the total delivered or “unknown.” 14	

1956   1,646.77 acre-feet  15	

1957   1,304 acre-feet 16	

1958   1,112 acre-feet 17	

1959    “unknown” 18	

1960   “—”  [unknown] 19	

50.    In the spring of 1960, the CDVA connected its water 20	

distribution system to the Napa City Conn Valley pipeline, which ran 21	
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through the property of the Veterans’ Home.  Water required by the 1	

State Hospital was transported through this distribution system from 2	

the Veterans Home.  An engineering drawing from this period 3	

showed a direct service from the Rector Dam to the State Hospital 4	

that did not in fact exist.  See Exhibit C: Figure 5.  5	

51.   During the permit period the Water Rights Board made 6	

periodic inspections and reviews of dam operations.  In each 7	

instance the associated report varied materially from previously 8	

filed CDVA reports.  For example, it is discussed in a Water Rights 9	

Board report of an inspection on May 18, 1961, that the “project 10	

was found to be incomplete and an extension of time within which 11	

to complete use of water is recommended.”  (Contra, see 12	

paragraph 48)  “The actual inflow to the reservoir could not be 13	

measured … the maximum amount of withdrawal seems to be 14	

about 1,359 acre-feet.  These figures may not be true …”  15	

(Emphasis added.) 16	

52.   The Water Rights Board found in 1961 that the purposes of 17	

use had changed significantly from the initial application: 18	

The Napa State Farm was the biggest user of water up to 19	
about 1952 or 1953 when it was discontinued as this 20	
property was sold … The water is now being used by the 21	
Fish and Game for holding trout, the State Game Farm for to 22	
[sic] propagation of game birds, the State Labor Camp for 23	
the domestic use for the fruit pickers, the County Corporation 24	
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Yard for tank trucks and other road work, the Jaegers who 1	
use the water for domestic use as they had riparian rights to 2	
the stream before the reservoir was built, and by the 3	
Veterans Home for maintaining the grounds and supplying 4	
the domestic needs of its patients and worker which total 5	
around 2500 people.  A contract with the City of Napa has 6	
been entered into just recently to supply the Napa State 7	
Hospital … 8	
 9	

53.    In August 1961 the CDVA wrote:  “At the present time we are 10	

furnishing to Napa State Hospital a million gallons of water per day  11	

… we will not be using the full capacity of the dam until about 1968 12	

or 1970 …” It was reported that the Veterans Home was 13	

anticipating growth to 3,500 residents, an objective never reached. 14	

54.   In June 1964 the Napa County Flood Control and Water 15	

Conservation District wrote to the CDVA seeking to purchase 225 16	

acre-feet of water per year, up to a maximum of 500,000 gallons of 17	

water a day, for the benefit of the Yountville Napa County Water 18	

District (later the City of Yountville). 19	

55.   Also in 1964 the CDVA proposed a contract to sell additional  20	

“surplus water” to the above noted Mr. McPherson for agricultural 21	

purposes.  The Chief Counsel of the Department of General 22	

Services wrote to the CDVA “We are concerned as to the authority 23	

of your Department to enter into such contract.”  An attorney for 24	

CDVA wrote in response “The amount of water is not large, and is 25	
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being sold to enable the purchaser to start an addition to a 1	

vineyard.  After it is started, he will want no further water.” 2	

56.    In November 1964 the Chief Counsel opined: 3	

Application No. 10465, for a permit to divert water of Rector 4	
Creek to temporary storage in Rector Reservoir, was 5	
assigned by the Department of Finance to the [CDVA] in 6	
1958.  The latter department, therefore, now is the holder of 7	
the application and of Permit No. 6466 … [Government 8	
Code] Section 13196 is silent as to water surplus to the 9	
combined needs of the Veterans Home and of all other state 10	
establishments in Napa County. …  Studies made by this 11	
department indicate that the annual dependable yield of 12	
Rector Reservoir is some 700 acre-feet in excess of 13	
probable future demands …  Therefore it appears clear that 14	
the maximum of 18 acre-feet per year to be supplied to Mr. 15	
McPherson during the coming five-year period is well within 16	
the quantity of surplus water available. 17	
 18	

57.   The progress report for 1964 enumerated the changed uses, 19	

but not the associated annual water deliveries, so it is not possible 20	

to compare with the initial deliveries.  (See paragraph 48)  It is also 21	

in the 1964 progress report that the issue of water for fish first 22	

appears.  A state agency had installed fish-rearing tanks on a site 23	

adjacent to Rector Creek, across Silverado Trail, downstream of the 24	

Rector Dam. (The Department of Fish and Wildlife regional 25	

headquarters is presently located on the same site. (See Exhibit C, 26	

Figure 4)  A delivery of water to these tanks was reported:  “State 27	

Game Farm Trout Plants holding tanks approx. 300,000 gal. water 28	
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per day when in use.”  The number of days that water was 1	

delivered at that rate was not reported. 2	

58.   On February 4, 1965 the City of Yountville was incorporated.  3	

In June 1967 the CDVA and the City of Yountville entered into a 4	

water supply contract for at least 240 acre-feet annually of water 5	

from Rector Reservoir. 6	

59.    Progress reports of water deliveries continued, on occasion 7	

showing no deliveries to DFG whatsoever. 8	

1965   2,200 acre-feet [No DFG] 9	

1966   2,680 acre-feet [DFG 105.5 acre feet]  10	

1967   2,294 acre-feet [DFG 115.7 acre-feet] 11	

1968    2,190 acre-feet [No DFG] 12	

1969    1,895 acre-feet [No DFG] 13	

1970    1,832 acre-feet [No DFG] 14	

60.   A DWR review of Rector Reservoir yield from 1966 through 15	

1970 found deliveries to the DFW ranging from 25 to 275 acre feet. 16	

61.   In 1971 the SWRCB drafted and forwarded to the CDVA a 17	

request to convert permit 6466 to a license.  The covering letter 18	

stated that a “license represents final confirmation of the water right 19	

and limits use of the water to the terms of the license,” and “if use of 20	
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water under the permit is expected to increase ... the ‘request’ 1	

should not be signed.”  The CDVA did not respond.   2	

62.   As part of a viability study for a new water treatment plant, 3	

the first DWR Reservoir Yield Study (“Study1”) was published.  4	

(DWR000454)  Study1 took years to prepare, as it was initially 5	

completed in 1971, corrected in 1973, and finally published in 1974. 6	

Direct diversion was reported as 1,521 acre-feet, diversion to 7	

storage was 1,767 acre-feet, and accordingly the total amount of 8	

water diverted from the source was 3,518 acre-feet.   9	

63.   Study1 also reviewed the amount of water put to beneficial 10	

use.  Total withdrawal, which in this report included both use and 11	

evaporation, was reported to be 1,767 acre-feet.  While estimates 12	

of evaporation have varied over the years, an average is 13	

approximately 300 acre-feet per year, so the DWR report can be 14	

read to be reporting beneficial use to be about 1,450 acre-feet.  The 15	

DWR net yield is 50% less than the same year CDVA report of 16	

2,680 acre-feet.  The DWR file contains no explanation for this 17	

substantial discrepancy.  Study1 reports deliveries to the DFG over 18	

the period from 1966 to 1971 ranged from 17 to 342 acre-feet, 19	

again substantially differing from earlier reports.  (Contra, 20	

paragraph 59.)   21	
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64.   Later in 1974 the SWRCB transmitted to the CDVA a second 1	

request to convert the permit to a license.  A CDVA representative 2	

signed the second request and the appropriate fee was paid. 3	

65.   In 1975 DFG advised that, in addition to the domestic 4	

potable water used by the headquarters building and its occupants, 5	

the agency’s only other uses were 20 acre-feet per year used by 6	

the fish hatchery and for pathological examination of fish. No 7	

bypass flows into Rector Creek through the DFG facility were 8	

indicated.  9	

66.   A DWR contact report in early 1976 stated: “F&G is 10	

operating a fish quarantine station near the Rector Reservoir and 11	

need more water.  They would like to obtain the water from that 12	

source under the existing water right.”  Paragraph 48 shows that 13	

the combined Napa State Game Farm and Napa State Farm uses 14	

in 1954 as 740 acre-feet, far less than deliveries.  A later DWR 15	

contact report states that the “Dept. of F&G said proposed 16	

additional fish and imported egg guaranteed [sic] tank would use 17	

about 500 AF annually instead of the 120 AF they now use.”  The 18	

DWR record is silent on whether these additional tanks were ever 19	

installed.   20	
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67.   During 1977 the City of Yountville changed its name to the 1	

Town of Yountville. 2	

68.   In early 1979 the DWR indicated to the CDVA that its 1972 3	

request for license was “within a meter of becoming a reality.”  The 4	

description of the purpose of use in the pending license was 5	

amended to include municipal and fish culture, and a change in the 6	

place of use was amended to include the McPherson vineyards and 7	

the City of Yountville.  No reference was made to the allegedly then 8	

existing Silverado Trail connections outside the City.   9	

69.   Subsequently the SWRCB assumed the role of lead agency 10	

in changing the place and purpose of use that was then recognized 11	

as having occurred from Permit to License.  The SWRCB issued a 12	

Notice of Exemption, holding that the petition “involves minor 13	

alterations in the condition of land, water, and/or vegetation;”  “the 14	

project is not located in a particularly sensitive environment and will 15	

not result in significant cumulative impacts;” and “petitioned places 16	

of use have been served for more than ten years.” 17	

70.   Other than this, the SWRCB made no comment about the 18	

change from irrigating 940 acres of state agricultural lands, and 19	

providing water for the propagation of game birds and deer, to the 20	

elimination of those uses and the substitution of the provision of 21	
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water to a municipality.  The DWR file contains no record of public 1	

notice or provision for public comment on this decision, nor 2	

comment by the DFG or other agency regarding the needs of the 3	

public trust. 4	

 5	

C. The License 6	

71.   On May 8, 1979, the SWRCB issued license 10911 7	

(License) to the CDVA authorizing the operation of Rector Dam 8	

under specified terms of diversion, yield, and place and purpose of 9	

use.  (Exhibit A:DWR000399 et seq.) The terms of the license 10	

largely mirror the findings of Study1:  11	

(a) Direct diversion of 5.55 cubic feet per second was 12	

authorized from January 1 to December 31 of each year, 13	

which was 4.44 cubic feet per second less than in the 14	

Permit, but nevertheless the entire estimated summer 15	

stream flow; 16	

(b) The CDVA was authorized to make diversion to storage 17	

of 1,767 acre-feet from October 1 to May 31 of the 18	

succeeding year; 19	

(c) The total amount of water taken from the source was 20	

limited to 3,518 acre-feet per water year from October 1 21	
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to September 30 of the succeeding year, 882 acre-feet 1	

less than initially authorized by the Permit.  By deducting 2	

the authorized diversion to storage from the authorized 3	

take from the source one can determine the annual limit 4	

of direct diversion to be 1,521 acre feet; 5	

(d) Agricultural irrigation of 652 acres was authorized, all 6	

enumerated as being state owed, except for Mr. 7	

McPherson’s 18 acres.  8	

(e) The License authorized the CDVA to supply domestic 9	

uses at the State Hospital, Veterans Home, and the State 10	

Fish and Game Farm, and to supply municipal uses at 11	

the Town of Yountville; and,  12	

(f) The License authorizes a delivery of water to “fish 13	

culture,” an apparent reference to the rearing pens and 14	

quarantine operations.  No reference was made to 15	

providing any support for the indigenous fish.        16	

72.   The License sets forth for the first time legal lot descriptions, 17	

which were not included in the Application and Permit, and which 18	

are in turn made ambiguous by the words “approximately” and 19	

“within.”  Although the License makes the reference “all as shown 20	
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on map files with State Water Resources Control Board,” no such 1	

map is presently within the DWR files.  2	

73.   A condition of the license states:  3	

All rights and privileges under this license including method 4	
of diversion, method of use and quantity of water diverted 5	
are subject to the continuing authority of the Board in 6	
accordance with law and in the interest of the public welfare 7	
to prevent waste, unreasonable use, unreasonable method 8	
of use or unreasonable method of diversion of said water.  9	
 10	
 11	

E. Post-License Operations 12	
 13	

74.   In 1985 the CDVA reported a new delivery of 300,000 to 14	

400,000 gallons of water per day from May to September, 15	

(approximately 110 to 150 acre-feet per year), for “golf course” 16	

watering.  The location of the golf course was not identified.  There 17	

are two potential locations, one on the grounds of the Veterans 18	

Home, and another just south of Rector Dam on Silverado Trail, the 19	

subsequent location of extensive vineyard development.  Neither 20	

golf course irrigation nor vineyard irrigation was a use anticipated 21	

by the License, and there is no record in DWR files of a contract for 22	

water delivery, or an application for the change in place of purpose 23	

of use.  This anomalous delivery was reported for several years, 24	

and then ceased, again without explanation.   25	
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75.  In March 1986 the DFG proved the presence of fish in the 1	

immediate downstream reach when it electro-fished Rector Creek 2	

between the spillway of the Rector Reservoir and the Silverado 3	

Trail.  Seven adult and thirty juvenile Oncorhynchus mykiss (O. 4	

mykiss) were counted in this survey.  O. mykiss (steelhead trout) is 5	

identified as a threatened species by both state and federal 6	

authorities.4 7	

76.    In June 2000 a Draft Rector Reservoir Yield Study was 8	

delivered to the CDVA (Study2).  A copy of Study2 was not 9	

contained in the DWR files.  A true and correct copy of Study2 10	

received from the CDVA in response to a public records request is 11	

attached as Exhibit D to the Declaration of Kristen Autry.  12	

77.    A part of Study2 was a mass balance equation to calculate 13	

hydrologic and hydraulic parameters, and a range of deliverable 14	

yields.  A reservoir operation computer flow balance was developed 15	

to simulate performance of the reservoir.  Estimates of the inflow to 16	

the reservoir were needed to perform the reservoir yield studies, as 17	

direct measurements of the inflow to the reservoir over a long 18	

period of record are not available. 19	

																																																								
	
4			 In 2010 the DFG reported other species of fish in the downstream reach, including 
California freshwater shrimp (Syncaris pacifica), California red-legged frog (Rana aurora 
draytonii) and foothill yellow-legged frog (Rana boylii). (Exhibit A:DWR000596) The status of the 
red-legged frog is “threatened,” and the yellow-legged frog is “of concern.”	
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78.    Study2 reported that the only available flow measurements 1	

were found in the “Report on Water Supplies from Rector and Conn 2	

Creek in Napa County,” by the State Division of Water Resources 3	

dated August 1940.  Apparently gauging stations were established 4	

for brief periods of time in the 1930s at several locations on Rector 5	

Creek.  Regarding these measurements Study2 stated:  “Because 6	

the estimation method was not clarified, the values are 7	

questionable and appear to be very low.  However, actual 8	

measurements were taken during the dry year 1931, which 9	

indicate that the Rector Creek flowed at a minimum of 25 af 10	

[acre-feet] for the month of September.” (Emphasis added.) 11	

79.   Study2 contained several recommendations, including: 12	

• The water needs of all recipients needed to be well 13	

defined;  14	

• A Water Management Plan needed to be completed;  15	

• Each water recipient should prepare a plan to deal with 16	

the contingency of diminished supply; 17	

• Reservoir operational criteria should be determined for an 18	

optimal operation schema; 19	

• Daily measurement of reservoir elevation needed to be 20	

made to permit an accurate estimation of inflow; 21	

• Measurement of precipitation at the dam site; and 22	

• Preparation and adoption of an ongoing monitoring 23	

program. 24	
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80.    Study2 concludes in part, “new operational schedules will 1	

have a significant impact on reservoir yield.”  There is no evidence 2	

in the DWR files that “new operational schedules” were ever 3	

developed or adopted. 4	

81.   In September 2001 the DWR made a Report of Compliance 5	

Inspection.  (Exhibit A”DWR000370)  Substantial entries for 6	

evaporation in this Report were of questionable accuracy, as 7	

identical values were entered for each month for each of the three 8	

years.  Setting aside the ongoing issue of inadequate monitoring, of 9	

particular note was:  10	

The reservoir spillway was raised 2.5 feet in 1989, after 11	
licensing.  This would result in a capacity or 4,587 ac-ft 12	
based on projecting the old reservoir survey. …  13	

 14	
Based upon staff’s recommendation, Veterans Affairs 15	
requested revocation of the permit.  Now there is no 16	
evidence on file demonstrating that despite raising the 17	
reservoir spillway, the total capacity is at or under the 18	
authorized amount. 19	
 20	

82.   The report contains an image of the aforesaid work.  (Exhibit 21	

A: DWR000376)  The associated caption states: “View of the 22	

spillway from the upstream side.  The additional concrete poured to 23	

raise the spillway is evidenced by the seam.”  No engineering 24	

drawings, construction inspections, or contracting documents are in 25	

the DWR files. 26	
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 1	

                  2	
                  Exhibit A: DWR000376  3	
 4	

83.    The report continued: 5	

The only concern for resuming use at the hospital is 6	
that the City of Napa water system must be used to 7	
convey the water and they apparently charge a large 8	
fee for the service.  The pipe to the hospital for 9	
Rector Reservoir shown on the map on files does 10	
not exist.  The engineer’s map submitted with the 11	
application was apparently not corrected when the 12	
project was licensed.  …  13	
 14	
An updated E-map5 should be submitted by the 15	
licensee.  It should more clearly show the current 16	
place of use, including Yountville’s service area 17	
and better detail of area irrigated, and show all 18	
details from the most current reservoir survey.  19	
(Emphasis added.) 20	

																																																								
 
5  The terms “permit map,” “engineering map,” and “E-map” appear synonymously. 
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84.   In June 2002 the SWRCB requested the CDVA to provide a 1	

copy of the DWR 2001 bathymetric survey.  SWRCB also 2	

reconfirmed that the permit to raise the spillway was revoked in 3	

1997.   4	

85.   The SWRCB’s subsequent review of the DWR bathymetric 5	

study showed that the storage capacity at the raised spillway crest 6	

was 4,535 acre-feet, 135 acre-feet greater than the license 7	

permitted.  8	

86.   A July 2003 SWRCB memo to file states in part: 9	

Veterans Affairs was designated lead for the  10	
CEQA compliance but did not pursue the process with 11	
any diligence.  The Division finally assumed the lead 12	
agency role and in 1979 issued an exemption to 13	
CEQA. … 14	
 15	
Apparently a new E-map was provided to the 16	
Division in 1978 but I cannot find it.  I will ask 17	
Veterans Affairs if they have it.  I do see in the file 18	
copies of a portion a E-map, showing Yountville.  In 19	
this undated map there is a place of use boundary 20	
drawn around the city of Yountville, but not around the 21	
Silverado Trail area.  The original E-map from 1942 22	
does not show Yountville within the place of use.  …   23	

 24	
In my opinion it appears that neither Yountville 25	
nor Veterans Affairs have been diligent in 26	
accurately describing the place of use.”  27	
(Emphasis added.) 28	

 29	
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87.   The DWR record shows that some CDVA Reports of 1	

Licensee were filed from 1979 to 2007.  At their best, these reports 2	

do not constitute a complete picture of dam operations, and are 3	

often contradicted by other information, but they are the only 4	

evidence in DWR files that allows an overview of dam operations.  5	

(See paragraph 98 et seq.) 6	

 7	

Year Acre-feet Drawdown Acre-feet Spilled? 

 

Direct-
diverted 

 
Delivered 

 
   

to DFG 
 Note: Missing values are 

indicated as: ** 
 

 
 

     1979 2286 18.7 ** Yes 
1980 2173 8 ** No 
1981 2204 13.1 ** Yes 
1982 ** ** ** ** 
1983 ** ** ** ** 
1984 ** ** ** ** 
 
In 1984 the CDVA reported that no water was used from the reservoir from 
November 1981 through to September 1984 due to high turbidity caused by 
ash from an adjacent forest fire. 

 1985 426 8 1000 Yes 
1986 633 10 1000 Yes 
1987 604 11 1000 Yes 
1988 737 22 1000 Yes 
1989 535 9 1000 No 
1990 564 10.5 1000 No 
1991 516 ** ** Yes 
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Two different reports were filed for 1992 and 1993.  The first 
line for each year is the first report filed, the second line is the 
second report filed for the same period. 
 
1992  404 **   ** Yes 
1992 1058 9.9 1000 Yes 
1993 149 **   ** Yes 
1993 277 4 1000 Yes 

     1994 1151 13.5 1000 Yes 
1995 ** ** ** ** 
1996 774 3.2 1000 Yes 
1997 599 2.5 1000 Yes 
1998 751 3.8 1000 Yes 
1999 ** ** ** ** 
2000 ** ** ** ** 
2001 ** ** ** ** 
2002 1698 ** ** Yes 
2003 1523 ** ** Yes 
2004 1695 ** ** Yes 
2005 1934 7 ** Yes 
2006 2072 8 ** Yes 
2007 2062 13.1 ** Yes 

 1	
Subsequent to 2007 no Reports are contained in the DWR files. 2	
 3	

88.   Not included in the DWR files was a 2007 Memorandum of 4	

Understanding - Water Agreement (“MOU”) between the CDVA and 5	

DFG.  A copy of this document was received from the CDVA in 6	

response to a public records request.  A true and correct copy is 7	

attached as Exhibit B to the Declaration of Kristen Autry.  8	

89.   The MOU provides for delivery of 10 acre-feet of potable 9	

water per year to the DFG for “domestic uses” at its regional offices 10	
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on Silverado Trail, and a delivery of an additional 970 acre-feet of 1	

untreated or “raw” water per year for unstated purposes. 2	

90.   In 2010 the DFG wrote: 3	

[I]t is clear that Rector Dam is not being operated in 4	
compliance with Fish and Game Code Section 5937, 5	
especially during the months when the reservoir is not 6	
spilling.  This is particularly a problem during the early 7	
winter months when sensitive salmonids would usually 8	
be found downstream below the reservoir.  As currently 9	
operated, the reservoir captures all flow while it is 10	
filling, effectively dewatering and removing over a mile 11	
of habitat during times that sensitive species would 12	
normally be present. (Emphasis added.)  (Exhibit A 13	
DWR000594) 14	
 15	

91.   In 2011 correspondence a National Marine Fisheries 16	

representative wrote: “My understanding is that the Rector 17	

Creek facility has an egregious impact on steelhead.” 18	

(Emphasis added.)   19	

92.   On January 1, 2013, the DFG changed its name to the 20	

Department of Fish & Wildlife (DFW).  21	

93.   Also not included in the DWR files was the 2013 Rector 22	

Reservoir Water Yield Study (Study3).  This was also received by 23	

Water Audit from the CDVA in response to a public records request. 24	

A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit C to the Declaration 25	

of Kristen Autry.   Study3 makes reference to a third intervening 26	
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study being performed in 2011, but it was not contained in the DWR 1	

files or produced by CDVA. 2	

94.   While badly flawed in several essential respects, (see 3	

paragraphs 98 et seq.) Study3 nevertheless provides a recent 4	

summary of the DWR’s contemporary understanding of Rector 5	

operations:  6	

The primary source of inflow to Rector Reservoir is from the 7	
 main stem of Rector Creek, a perennial stream that is   8	
 tributary to Conn Creek, a tributary of the Napa   9	
 River.  (Exhibit C: 3:2) 10	

 11	
The average annual precipitation in the watershed is   12	

 approximately 36 inches, and the average annual inflow to  13	
 Rector Reservoir is estimated at 14,240 acre-feet.  The  14	
 reservoir typically fills and spills during the winter and spring  15	
 months when most of the precipitation falls.  (Exhibit C: 3:2) 16	

 17	
Recorded stream flows are the most valuable 18	
hydrological data to determine effective inflows and 19	
natural flows.  Stream flow gages [sic] on Rector Creek 20	
were operational briefly at the main stem inlet into the 21	
reservoir, and downstream of the dam at Silverado Trail.  22	
However, little recorded data were available from these 23	
gages. (Emphasis added.) (Exhibit C:15:4) 24	

 25	
Reservoir elevations were not recorded on many days during 26	
this time period, so missing values were estimated by 27	
interpolation between two known values … spillway flow 28	
could not be computed for several water years because 29	
the recorded daily reservoir elevations were too 30	
sporadic.  (Emphasis added.)  (Exhibit C: 8:1&2) 31	

 32	
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Water is not released into Rector Creek because of concern 1	
that the gate valve controlling the release, if opened, could 2	
not be closed.  However, a motorized valve was installed 3	
downstream of the first valve recently, so CDVA now can 4	
regulate stream releases and have more flexibility 5	
operating Rector Reservoir.  (Emphasis added.)  (Exhibit 6	
C:5:1)  7	
 8	
The recorded deliveries include raw water discharged to the 9	
fish hatchery and treated water discharged to Rector water 10	
users.  These users include several wineries, Napa 11	
County Corporation Yard, Napa State Hospital, the Town of 12	
Yountville, the Veterans Home and the fish hatchery offices.”   13	
(Emphasis added.)  (Exhibit C:18:4; See also Exhibit C:7, 14	
Figure 4)  15	

 16	
Rector Water Treatment Plant operators cannot recall 17	
any releases from the low-level outlet into Rector Creek, 18	
except for briefly exercising the low-level outlet valve in 19	
October 2004 and June 2006.  …  Without knowing a 20	
definitive low-level release history, low-level releases were 21	
assumed not to have been made. (Emphasis added.)   22	
(Exhibit C:20:3)   23	
  24	
  25	
 26	
 27	
 28	
 29	
 30	
 31	
 32	
 33	
 34	
 35	
 36	
 37	
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VIII.  STATEMENT OF CLAIMS 1	

A. Proper Monitoring is the First Prerequisite  2	

95.   It is the duty of a trustee to maintain accurate records of the 3	

property entrusted into its care, and to show those records to its 4	

beneficiaries on demand.  The CDVA is negligent in this duty, 5	

although it is not alone in its dereliction. 6	

96.   In Systematic screening of dams for environmental flow 7	

assessment and implementation. TE Grantham, JH Viers, PB 8	

Moyle. BioScience 64 (11), 1006- 1018, (2014), the eminent U.C. 9	

Davis scientists and researchers wrote:  10	

Environmental flow protections are crucial to the 11	
conservation of freshwater biodiversity in dam-regulated river 12	
systems. Nevertheless, the implementation of environmental 13	
flows has lagged far behind the pace of river ecosystem 14	
alteration. … 15	

 16	
By manipulating the quantity, timing and quality of water 17	
releases from reservoirs to mimic natural flow dynamics, it 18	
may be possible to restore essential ecosystem processes 19	
on which aquatic organisms depend.  …   20	
 21	
Although the structural design and operational purposes of 22	
dams necessarily limit the potential to restore natural flow 23	
regimes, re-operating dams for environmental flows is 24	
becoming an increasingly important strategy. 25	

 26	
This investigation revealed inaccurate data a general lack of 27	
information on dam operations, downstream flow regimes, 28	
and affected fish communities.  The vast majority of dams 29	
currently have no downstream flow monitoring stations.  The 30	
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state’s inaccurate reporting and tracking of water availability 1	
and use (i.e., diversions) significantly impedes management 2	
of environmental flows in California’s rivers. 3	
 4	

97.   Although Study2 told the CDVA that accurate monitoring was 5	

necessary to optimize dam operations, nothing was done.  Study3, 6	

a decade later, was forced to estimate basic data, for example 7	

reservoir elevations, inflow, and spill.   8	

98.   As a result of inadequate monitoring there are numerous 9	

omissions and contradictions in the CDVA records of Rector Dam 10	

operations: 11	

(a)   While direct diversion was reported in the Reports of 12	

Licensee, (Reports) the volume of water diverted to or 13	

drawn from storage was not.  Progress reports during the 14	

permit period were expressed as water delivered to use, 15	

but the Reports only record direct diversions;   16	

(b) In 1992 and 1993 two substantially different versions of 17	

the Reports were filed; 18	

(c) The volume of water deliveries is not related to the place 19	

and purpose of use, and those places and purposes are 20	

markedly different than those which were analyzed 21	

before the License was issued;  22	
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(d) The population of the Veterans Home has remained 1	

roughly constant, and the agricultural uses have 2	

diminished since water consumption was reported in 3	

1954 at 725 acre-feet per year, and yet consumption is 4	

assumed to be unchanged. 5	

(e) There is no direct record of bypass, downstream flows, or 6	

the volume, depth, or duration of spills.  To measure 7	

drawdown the CDVA has mounted a staff gauge (a 8	

numbered stick) to the side of the intake tower, which is 9	

several hundred feet from shore.  (See Exhibit A: 10	

DWR000375)  To read the staff gauge requires a boat or 11	

binoculars.  The operating records show that the 12	

drawdown, or reservoir elevation, was seldom recorded. 13	

In the absence of timely and accurate drawdown 14	

measurement it is not possible to make the distinction 15	

between direct diversion and diversion to storage, a 16	

situation that renders the applicable permit and license 17	

limitations meaningless. 18	

(f)  The 2007 Report stated that the CDVA was providing 19	

irrigation to 652 acres of state owned agricultural land, 20	

but otherwise concurrently reported that state agricultural 21	
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use had been reduced in 1985 to 210 acres.  There has 1	

been no explanation of the reduction in irrigated acreage 2	

from the 940 acres in the Application and Permit, nor 3	

explanation why water delivered has not been 4	

commensurately reduced;  5	

(g) There are no Reports in the DWR file since 2007.  This 6	

apparent absence is in accord with Study3, which was 7	

forced to estimate these periods.   However the Reports 8	

that are present show that in 1979, 1980, 1981, 2002, 9	

2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007 the CDVA directly diverted 10	

in excess of the License limits. 11	

(h)  It appears that CDVA’s intent was to measure the 12	

drawdown at the lowest level of the year.  However, as 13	

CDVA did not measure the reservoir elevation on a 14	

consistent basis, there is no way to confirm the value 15	

recorded was, indeed, the annual low point.  16	

(i) The records that avow that the CDVA has delivered 17	

1,000 acre-feet of water a year to the DFG/DFW are 18	

suspect, contradicted by other records that report 19	

deliveries of only a fraction of that sum, or nothing at all.  20	

See for example the meter showing raw water deliveries 21	
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from Rector Reservoir to DFG.  It reads 9,541,100 cubic 1	

feet, or 219 acre-feet.  The duration of the period of 2	

measurement is not known.  Accordingly, while the CDVA 3	

has the technical capability to measure deliveries to the 4	

DFG/DFW, the DWR files are bereft of credible 5	

information.  6	

 7	
Exhibit A:DWR000377 8	

 9	
99.   Cumulatively these factors illustrate the first problem of 10	

Study3: it was built on a poor foundation.  In the absence of 11	

accurate historical information, Study3 was compelled to estimate 12	

the inflows by taking the recorded data from twenty-five years, 13	

(1964 to 1986, 1990, 1991 and 2004) and correlating them to 14	

estimate sixty-nine years of no data.  (1914-1963, 1987, 1989, 15	

1992 to 2003 and most importantly, from 2005 to the end of the 16	

study period).   17	

100.   The inherent inaccuracy of this process of estimation is 18	

revealed by Study3’s admission that a “few of the computed 19	
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monthly natural flows were negative …” To correct for these 1	

anomalies, which defied the laws of physics, Study3 arbitrarily 2	

increased the defective flow values to zero.  (Exhibit C: 21:4-6)  3	

Note that the historical record contains no evidence of a period of 4	

zero inflow; such record as exists states that in a dry year inflow 5	

never dropped below 25 acre-feet a month – over 270,000 gallons 6	

a day. 7	

101.   Study3 sought to remedy the inadequate data problem: 8	

DWR recommends measuring flow in Rector Creek below 9	
Rector Reservoir when it is spilling to verify the accuracy of 10	
computed spillway flows.  Exhibit C: 18:3  11	

 12	
Installing gages [sic] at Rector Reservoir would significantly 13	
improve estimates of water yield from Rector Reservoir, and 14	
would provide hydrological data to assist CDVA with 15	
reservoir operations and the development of water delivery 16	
agreements.  These gages could be reservoir elevation, 17	
reservoir inflow or downstream flow gages.  Exhibit C: 28:2 - 18	
30:3 19	
 20	

102.   Three years after Study3 the situation has not changed.  In 21	

its February 2016 public records request Water Audit asked CDVA 22	

to provide records for the last two years of the basic dam 23	

operations trio of inflow, reservoir elevation, and outflow.  The 24	

CDVA was unable to produce responsive documents. 25	

103.    An equally serious omission in Study3 is the absence of any 26	

review of current water deliveries.  The above record shows that 27	
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purposes and places of use have changed significantly since the 1	

License was issued in 1979.  Although water metering and billing 2	

records could have been readily available, they were not reviewed, 3	

and in Study3, as in Study2, the current deliveries were estimated 4	

and “assumed.”   5	

104.   Despite the cessation of deliveries to the State Farm, the 6	

State Game Farm, the State Labor Camp, and hundreds of acres of 7	

state owned agriculture, the volume of water delivered to beneficial 8	

use is assumed to be much the same.  9	

105.   In order to estimate the inflow, Study3 sets forth the area of 10	

the Rector watershed and the recorded precipitation from an 11	

adjacent measuring sites, deducts absorption, and from that 12	

calculation estimates inflow.  For simple illustration of the basic 13	

principle, a 2,000-acre watershed, with 30 inches of precipitation, of 14	

which 6 inches is absorbed into the ground, should equal 4,000 15	

acre-feet of inflow.  Perhaps in 1948 that technique might have had 16	

some degree of accuracy, but over the last two decades there has 17	

been extensive vineyard development in the watershed above 18	

Rector Reservoir.  See Exhibit 1.  Many of those properties have 19	

attained their own allocations from Rector Creek, or impound 20	
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rainfall before it reaches the creek.  These events have not been 1	

accounted for in Study3. 2	

106.   The License indicates only one approved non-state 3	

agricultural user, Mr. McPherson, whose use was reported to have 4	

terminated in mid-1985, and yet water deliveries are reported made 5	

to a golf course, and Study3 states, “users include several 6	

wineries.”  7	

107.   Study3 did not audit the places or purposes of use; however, 8	

neither a golf course nor vineyards are accounted for in the License 9	

or distribution schematic.  See Exhibit C, figure 5.  Note should be 10	

made that when the Napa State Hospital received water from 11	

Rector Reservoir, it did so by tying into the Conn-Napa pipeline 12	

shown on left of the graphic, approximately at the location indicated 13	

in the bottom left corner as “Napa.”  The schematic shows 14	

“turnouts” to Silverado Trail, but as discussed, Silverado Trail is not 15	

one of the licensed places of use.  There has been an unauthorized 16	

delivery of water to this location for over four decades. 6  Finally, the 17	

																																																								
	
6 The Town of Yountville retained Gerald Johns, the then recently retired Deputy Director of 
the DWR, as a “Water Issues Consultant” to resolve the long running problem of CDVA’s service 
outside the approved place of use to properties on Silverado Trail.  Mr. Johns advocated for an 
administrative correction of changing the License from “City of Yountville” to “Town of Yountville 
service area.”  By this mechanism he proposed to avoid the inconvenience of responding to 
protests to the petition for change of place of use, including the DFG objections cited at 
paragraph 90.  The DWR rejected his “white-out” proposal, although Mr. Johns subsequently 
continued to advocate for it at least through the end of May 2014, 
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Figure 5 schematic shows no mechanism of delivery to any winery.  1	

Accordingly, not only are these reported winery deliveries for an 2	

unauthorized purpose; they are also to an unknown location.  3	

 4	

 5	
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108.  On January 19, 2016, the SWRCB adopted an Emergency 1	

Regulation for Measuring and Reporting Water Diversions.  The 2	

Office of Administrative Law approved this regulatory action on 3	

March 21, 2016.  The associated Senate Bill 88 at 1840 (a) (1) 4	

provides in part that: 5	

[A]ny person who diverts 10 acre-feet of water per year or 6	
more under a permit or license shall install and maintain a 7	
device or employ a method capable of measuring the rate of 8	
direct diversion, rate of collection to storage, and rate of 9	
withdrawal or release from storage. The measurements shall 10	
be made using the best available technologies and best 11	
professional practices, as defined in Section 5100, using a 12	
device or methods satisfactory to the board, as follows:  13	
(A) A device shall be capable of continuous monitoring of the 14	
rate and quantity of water diverted and shall be properly 15	
maintained. The permittee or licensee shall provide the 16	
board with evidence that the device has been installed with 17	
the first report submitted after installation of the device. The 18	
permittee or licensee shall provide the board with evidence 19	
demonstrating that the device is functioning properly as part 20	
of the reports submitted at five-year intervals after the report 21	
documenting installation of the device, or upon request of the 22	
board.  23	

 24	
(B) In developing regulations pursuant to Section 1841, the 25	
board shall consider devices and methods that provide 26	
accurate measurement of the total amount diverted and the 27	
rate of diversion. The board shall consider devices and 28	
methods that provide accurate measurements within an 29	
acceptable range of error … 30	

 31	
(2) The permittee or licensee shall maintain a record of all 32	
diversion monitoring that includes the date, time, and 33	
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diversion rate at time intervals of one hour or less, and the 1	
total amount of water diverted.  These records shall be 2	
included with reports submitted under the permit or license, 3	
as required under subdivision (c), or upon request of the 4	
board.  5	

 6	
109.   The Regulation provides deadline for diverters of more than 7	

1,000 acre-feet to have compliant installations completed on or 8	

before January 1, 2017.   9	

110.   On August 25, 2016, the State Water Board, Division of 10	

Water Rights mailed out deficiency letters to licensees who have 11	

not submitted their 2015 annual use report to the Report 12	

Management System by July 1, 2016.  The CDVA was one of the 13	

delinquents on the Initial Deficiency List.7 14	

111.    Two events should have triggered a public review, including 15	

consideration of the needs of the public trust: the proposed 16	

expansion of the service area to Silverado Trail, and raising the 17	

spillway to impounding additional water.  In the first instance the 18	

CDVA Is continuing to deliver water while allowing the matter to 19	

languish in bureaucratic purgatory.  In the second instance the 20	

CDVA has apparently taken advantage of the obscurity of public 21	

																																																								
7	
(http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/diversion_use/water_use.sht
ml at the last line of page 20 of 46)	
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records and the lack of visibility of the dam to avoid any disclosure 1	

and discussion of its highly irregular addition. 2	

112.    While one tends to think of water for its life sustaining 3	

qualities, there is also an economic component.  The recent market 4	

for water sales in the Napa Valley is believed to be over $4,000 an 5	

acre-foot.  Water Audit is not concerned with de minimus matters, 6	

but even the slightest potential of large-scale clandestine sale of 7	

water deserves careful public review of both the operating records 8	

and protocols.  The water stored in Rector Reservoir, and the 9	

aquatic population that should exist downstream, are a multi-million 10	

dollar a year renewable asset of the people of the State.   11	

113.   Rector Reservoir reliably yields a substantial surplus of 12	

capacity over demand.  Absent the monitoring of the essential 13	

elements of dam operations, and a detailed review of water 14	

distribution and deliveries, CDVA operations cannot be found to be 15	

in compliance with their License and the law.  A detailed review is 16	

required of the places of delivery and purposes of use for Rector 17	

Dam water. 18	

114.   Study3 opines that both a reservoir elevation gauge and 19	

downstream flow gauge could be installed for $22,200 and 20	

maintained for $10,000 a year.  (Exhibit C: 31)  To provide 21	
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proportion for this expenditure, the 2015-2016 budgets for the 1	

CDVA exceed $440 million.  2	

115.   Because some of the water that is delivered to the DFW for 3	

quarantine operations is not discharged into Rector Creek, raw 4	

water deliveries to the DFW need to be measured both on the 5	

supply and the discharge side to determine their net contribution to 6	

bypass.  To properly record compliance with its bypass obligations 7	

the CDVA must measure and report inflow, spill, discharge from the 8	

low-level valve, the reservoir elevation, and all deliveries to use. 9	

116.   Installation of the necessary measuring and monitoring 10	

devices with the best available technologies installed to the best 11	

professional practices is critical to proper operation of the Rector 12	

Dam, and to ensure that its operations do not continue to 13	

unnecessarily harm the public trust. 14	

 15	

B. The Rector Dam Has Destroyed the Downstream Reach 16	

117.    It is the duty of a trustee to exercise care for the property 17	

placed into its charge.  Dam operators are strictly liable for 18	

damages caused by their operations.   19	
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118.    To determine first hand the impact of the CDVA’s conduct, in 1	

July 2016 Water Audit inspected Rector Creek.  Exhibit 2 is  2	

upstream of the reservoir; Exhibit 3 was in the downstream reach. 3	

   4	
     EXHIBIT 2 5	
 6	

  7	
       EXHIBIT 3 8	
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 1	

119.   All “fill & spill” dams are largely the same: a mound of earth 2	

that blocks the natural flow of water.  A spillway is installed to 3	

prevent topping of the dam structure and uncontrolled erosion.  4	

With sufficient inflow, the reservoir tops the spillway, allowing water 5	

to flow downstream.  See Exhibit 4, an overview of Rector Dam, 6	

and Exhibit 5, a view of the spillway. 7	

120.   In 1989 Rector Dam spillway crest was raised to an elevation 8	

of 370.0 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) to 372.5 MSL by the 9	

installation of the concrete lip.  (See paragraph 81)  The raising of 10	

the spillway was initially represented to be necessary to provide 11	

additional water to the DFW for the benefit of the public trust.  12	

However, as the CDVA was unable to show that it had put its 13	

original allocation to full use, in 2004 the Water Board denied the 14	

application and revoked the permit.  15	
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1	
EXHIBIT 4 2	

121.   Nevertheless, the DFG had already paid $75,000 to raise the 3	

crest, and it was not removed.  A provision made to release water 4	

before the spillway is topped through a pipe embedded in the raised 5	

lip languishes unused. 6	

122.   While Rector Dam is licensed to store 4,400 acre-feet, 7	

storage capacity to the raised crest is reported to be 4,535 acre-8	

feet.  Exhibit C:3.  All of the Reports of Licensee that are available 9	

for 1991 through 2007 show that stored water topped the raised 10	

spillway.  Therefore, although the CDVA may not have “used” the 11	

additional water, clearly it has regularly stored water in excess of 12	

the License.  The 135 acre-feet excess diversion to storage is a 13	

continuing violation of the licensed allocation.  14	
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123.   The CDVA failed to consider the impact of the increased 1	

elevation on the public trust, including the substantial delay in 2	

Rector Dam spilling.  The additional amount of water stored is not 3	

insignificant, at 44 million gallons it is equal to one-quarter of the 4	

water deliveries to the Veterans Home, or a third of the water 5	

delivered to the Town of Yountville.  Raising the spillway should 6	

have been subject to the same process of review and public 7	

comment as would have been required of a new dam with the same 8	

impact. 9	

124.   The increase in elevation should have triggered CEQA, 10	

which requires state agencies to identify and mitigate significant 11	

environmental impacts.  Further, it should have invoked Water 12	

Code 1257.5: “The [Water] board, may establish such streamflow 13	

requirements as it deems necessary to protect fish and wildlife as 14	

conditions in permits and licenses in accordance with this division.” 15	

125.   Raising the spillway also should have required the extensive 16	

review process of FGC 1602: “An entity may not substantially divert 17	

or obstruct the natural flow of, … any river, stream … unless all of 18	

the following occur.”  There follows a list of seven items required 19	

from an applicant, followed by a DFW determination of whether the 20	

submittals are correct, followed by a payment of fees.  Once the 21	
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accepted FGC 1602 application is reviewed by the DFW there are 1	

nine possible resolutions.  The statute concludes: ”It is unlawful for 2	

any person to violate this chapter.”  3	

126.   The increase in elevation also should have invoked an 4	

inquiry into the conformity of Rector Dam to the present best 5	

practices for the construction of spillways.  These include 6	

provisions for the installation of riffles, baffles, fixed boulders, or 7	

other mechanisms to slow the flow from the spillway crest to its 8	

foot, ensuring that flows of unrestrained velocity do not damage the 9	

downstream reach.  The Rector Dam spillway has none of these 10	

features, (see Exhibit 5) and a result has destroyed the fish habitat 11	

in the downstream reach.  The CDVA is liable for its repair.  12	

127.   Study3 addressed the spillway change only briefly “The 13	

water right associated with the 1989 spillway raise should be 14	

clarified.”  Exhibit C:47:8 15	

128.   Because the Rector Dam’s spillway has no flow-slowing 16	

mechanisms, unimpeded flows have scoured the creek to bedrock, 17	

displacing the boulders, gravel, and sand that were previously 18	

present in the streambed.  19	

 20	
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 1	
                     EXHIBIT 5 2	

 3	

129.   The extent of the injury to the downstream reach can be 4	

seen by comparison of the Rector Creek upstream of the Dam 5	

(Exhibit 6) and a similar area downstream (Exhibit 7).  Upstream of 6	

the Rector Reservoir has small pools formed by boulders of varying 7	

sizes that allow fish to survive the summer dry season.  8	

Downstream of the Rector Dam has been scoured to bedrock, 9	

creating an intolerable environment for fish.  The cause of this 10	

degradation was the unrestrained concentrated flow from the 11	

spillway. 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	
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 1	

 2	
EXHIBIT 6 3	
 4	

 5	

EXHIBIT 7 6	

 7	
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C. Sufficient Bypass is Critical to Keep Fish in Good Condition   1	

130.   Under current operating protocols, unless the spillway is 2	

topped, the Rector Dam completely blocks the flow of Rector Creek.  3	

131.   If the Rector Reservoir fills, there is more than adequate 4	

water to provide for 1,000 acre-feet of bypass and make full 5	

delivery of water to the recognized and allocated beneficial uses.  6	

Study3 shows that the reservoir would have spilled in all but eight of 7	

the ninety-seven years reviewed.  Accordingly, the environmental 8	

damage caused by the Rector Dam is not due to an inadequate 9	

supply of water, but grossly improper management. Study3 Section 10	

7.5, Assumed Stream Release, proposed to remedy this situation: 11	

A DFG memorandum dated March 27, 2001 addressed 12	
concerns that DFG had about a Draft Rector Reservoir 13	
Water Allocation Plan dated November 8, 2000.  The Water 14	
Allocation Plan indicates that a stream release of 850 acre 15	
feet/water year is needed to meet the requirement of Section 16	
5937 of the California Fish and Game Code. However, the 17	
DFG memorandum states that a stream release of 1,000 18	
acre-feet/water year is more appropriate.  A stream release 19	
of 925 acre-feet/water-year, the average of the two stream 20	
releases, was assumed for reservoir routing simulations that 21	
include stream releases (see Sections 8.2 and 8.4).  The 22	
monthly distribution of the assumed stream release is shown 23	
in Table 9.  The summer release (June to October) was 24	
assumed to be 45 acre-feet to approximate historical 25	
observations of Rector Creek summer flows.   26	
Exhibit C:36 and Exhibit C:37, Table 9. 27	
 28	
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132.   In Table 7 of Study3, “Assumed Current and Future Water 1	

Delivery Requests,” no provision is made for bypass or “stream 2	

release,” although a line item for “DFG untreated” provides for 3	

delivery 970 acre-feet per year.  (Exhibit C: 35:2)  Neither the MOU 4	

nor Study3 expressly addresses the intended use for this 5	

“assumed” substantial water delivery to the DFW. 6	

133.   In Study3 Table 9 (below) the water year is shown as 7	

beginning in October of each year.  Typically, the SWRCB license 8	

authorizes the diversion of water from November through March, 9	

and for bypass of the entirety of the dry season flow of the stream.  10	

CDVA license 10911 is an anomaly that permits continuous 11	

diversion of the entirety of the anticipated natural flow, thereby not 12	

providing any water to support the fish during the summer months.  13	

 14	
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134.   Study3 appears to recognize that this is insufficient to 1	

sustain fish, and in Table 9 proposes to remedy this situation by dry 2	

season bypass of 45 acre-feet per month, or about 5 gallons a 3	

second, “to approximate historical observations of Rector Creek 4	

summer flows.”  (Exhibit C 19:line 21)  The flows above the 5	

Reservoir in the summer of 2016 can be seen in Exhibits 2 and 6, 6	

and appear in accord with the above noted observations. 7	

135.   The summer downstream flows should mirror the upstream 8	

conditions.  On inspection by Water Audit in July 2016, both the 9	

low-level pipe (Exhibit 8) and the discharge from the DFW facility 10	

into Rector Creek were dry.  (Exhibit 9) The weeds in the 11	

streambed shown in Exhibits 3,7 8 and 9 indicate that water has not 12	

been flowing for quite some time.  13	

136.   The CDVA may not unilaterally delegate and thereby avoid 14	

its public trust duties, even if the delegation is made to a trustee 15	

agency such as the DFG/DFW.   16	

137.   The MOU solves none of the problems of bypass.  If the 17	

intent of the MOU was to have DFW bypass on the CDVA’s behalf, 18	

that intention has not been realized.  Even if the DFW were to be 19	

able to bypass a sufficient flow through its rearing pens that would 20	

leave un-remediated the reach from the base of Rector Dam to the 21	
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DFW facility outflow on the other side of Silverado Trail, which the 1	

DFG reported in 1986 had a viable and reproducing fish population.   2	

 3	

 4	
         EXHIBIT 8 5	

 6	
 7	

 8	
         EXHIBIT 9 9	
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138.   Study3 appears to be uncertain whether the CDVA is exempt 1	

from its duties under FGC 5937.  2	

Section 14715 of California Government Code establishes 3	
that the Veterans Home ‘shall have the first and prior right to 4	
all available water stored in Rector Dam,’ It further states 5	
that this right ‘shall be prior to any allocation of said waters 6	
for the use of any other state institutions, including the State 7	
Game Farm (DFG fish hatchery) and the Napa State 8	
Hospital.’  9	

 10	
Section 5937 of California Fish and Game Code requires the 11	
owner of any dam to allow sufficient water over, around, or 12	
through the dam to keep fish, which may exist or be planted 13	
below the dam, in good conditions.  The competing water 14	
uses specified in the California Government and Fish and 15	
Game Codes led to two assumed water use priority 16	
distributions for the current and future (2020) reservoir 17	
routing simulations.”   18	

 19	
One of the water use priority distributions has an assumed 20	
stream release as the top priority. … The other water use 21	
priority distribution does not include the assumed stream 22	
release, and has an assumed Veterans Home demand as 23	
the top priority.  (Exhibit C:32:2-4)   24	
 25	

139.   Government Code 14715 does not eliminate a dam 26	

operator’s obligation to the public trust, but prioritizes between 27	

potentially conflicting allocations.  Study3’s alleged conflict of 28	

priorities is a false dichotomy.  All allocated uses, whether to the 29	

Veterans Home, another state institution, or otherwise, are all 30	

subject to the needs of the public trust.  National Audubon, supra. 31	
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As the DFG wrote in 2010: “the only water available for use from 1	

Rector Reservoir is the quantity after any releases are made to 2	

satisfy Section 5937.” 3	

140.   The failure of the Rector Dam to bypass is one of the most 4	

severe injuries to the Napa watershed, with substantial impacts on 5	

flows in both the Rector and Conn Creeks and in the upper Napa 6	

River.  The proposed summer bypass in Study3 of 45 acre-feet per 7	

month would more than double the current dry season Napa River 8	

flow. 8 9	

 10	

IX.  CAUSES OF ACTION 11	
 12	

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 13	
(Declaratory Relief – Does 1-20) 14	

 15	
141.   Water Audit hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 16	

to 140 as if set forth in full here. 17	

142.   The CDVA is the owner and operator of the dam.  It has a 18	

duty pursuant to the public trust doctrine, as quantified by FGC 19	

5937, to monitor dam operations, and to report its conduct to the 20	

public in response to Public Records Acts requests and otherwise; 21	

to avoid damage to the public trust from dam operations; and to 22	

																																																								
	
8		 http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ca/nwis/uv?site_no=11456000	
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maintain a sufficient bypass of water into the downstream reach to 1	

keep fish in good condition. 2	

143.   These principal duties include collateral duties to adequately 3	

monitor and report inflows and outflows from the Rector Reservoir; 4	

to bypass sufficient water on an interim basis; to conduct an 5	

investigation into the bypass needs of fish in the downstream 6	

reach; and to thereafter monitor the fish to determine that the 7	

bypass is in fact sufficient to keep the population in good condition. 8	

144.   For decades the CDVA has failed to comply with the 9	

aforesaid duties, and as a result the protected fish in the 10	

downstream reach have not been maintained in good condition.  11	

The CDVA has failed to remedy its conduct on demand by Water 12	

Audit, and accordingly there is a present controversy.   13	

145.   CCP section 1060 states in relevant part:  “Any person … 14	

who desires a declaration of his or her rights or duties with respect 15	

to another … may in cases of actual controversy relating to the 16	

legal rights and duties of the respective parties, bring an original 17	

action or cross-complaint in the superior court for a declaration of 18	

his or her rights and duties in the premises.” 19	

Wherefore Water Audit prays for relief as set forth below. 20	

 21	
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 1	
(Preliminary Injunction – Does 1-20) 2	

 3	

146.   Water Audit hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 4	

to 140 as if set forth in full here. 5	

147.   CCP section 527 states in relevant part: “A preliminary 6	

injunction may be granted at any time before judgment upon a 7	

verified complaint, or upon affidavits … [that] show satisfactorily 8	

that sufficient grounds exist.” 9	

148.   The CDVA is the owner and operator of the dam.  It has a 10	

duty pursuant to FGC 5937 and the public trust doctrine to maintain 11	

sufficient bypass of water to keep fish in the downstream reach in 12	

good condition.   13	

149.   One component of said duty is to provide timely and 14	

adequate attraction flows to provide for migration and to support 15	

sensitive salmonids that would naturally be found downstream of 16	

the Rector Dam in the winter.  In Table 9 of the Study the DWR 17	

determined that the appropriate rate of bypass from November to 18	

May is 100 acre-feet per month.  At the time of the preparation of 19	

this pleading the CDVA is releasing no water whatsoever.  20	

150.   As long as the CDVA fails to comply with its aforesaid duties 21	

there is a certainty of immediate irreparable harm to the public trust, 22	
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with no adequate remedy at law.  Each generation of fish that 1	

cannot successfully spawn is lost forever, and cannot be replaced 2	

by economic compensation.  3	

151.   The CDVA has the resources and capacity to comply with its 4	

duties to the public trust.  The CDVA will not suffer harm by a 5	

preliminary injunction.  There is a likelihood of success on the 6	

merits of the case. 7	

152.   The public interest favors the granting of a preliminary 8	

injunction preventing any delivery of water for any place or purpose 9	

not specifically authorized by the License until such time as the 10	

CDVA complies with its duties to the public trust.   11	

153.   Study3 has set forth the monthly interim bypass that will not 12	

adversely impact beneficial uses; Water Audit accepts those 13	

volumes as adequate on an interim basis, pending further study, 14	

and prays that the court order such bypass on a preliminary basis. 15	

154.   “There is no reason to suppose that cessation of diversion, 16	

i.e., a return to the natural situation, would not of itself restore the 17	

creeks and their fisheries. However, this would probably constitute 18	

a waste of water. Hence, the appropriator can be compelled as the 19	

price of continued appropriation to take reasonable steps to attain 20	

the same end in a manner that does not involve unreasonable use 21	
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of water." California Trout, Inc. at al. v. Superior Court 218 Cal.App. 1	

3d 194, fn.6. “[T]he only argument appears to be that the absence 2	

of an existing fish population makes it hard to know how much 3	

water ought to be released. The answer is-enough to restore the 4	

historic fishery.”  Id, page 210  “[T]he trial court shall determine and 5	

impose interim release rates, taking into consideration the 6	

recommendations of the Department of Fish and Game.” at 211.  7	

Id, page 211.  8	

Wherefore Water Audit prays for relief as set forth below. 9	

 10	

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 11	
(Permanent Injunction – Does 1-20) 12	

 13	

155.   Water Audit hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 14	

to 140 as if set forth in full here. 15	

156.   CCP section 526 states in relevant part:  16	

(a) An injunction may be granted in the following cases: 17	

(1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is 18	
entitled to the relief demanded, and the relief, or any part 19	
thereof, consists in restraining the commission or 20	
continuance of the act complained of, either for a limited 21	
period or perpetually. 22	

(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavits that the 23	
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation 24	
would produce waste, or great or irreparable injury, to a party 25	
to the action. 26	
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(3) When it appears, during the litigation, that a party to the 1	
action is doing, or threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring 2	
or suffering to be done, some act in violation of the rights of 3	
another party to the action respecting the subject of the 4	
action, and tending to render the judgment ineffectual. 5	

(4) When pecuniary compensation would not afford 6	
adequate relief. 7	

(5) Where it would be extremely difficult to ascertain the 8	
amount of compensation which would afford adequate relief. 9	

(6) Where the restraint is necessary to prevent a multiplicity 10	
of judicial proceedings. 11	

(7) Where the obligation arises from a trust. 12	

157.   The CDVA has the duty pursuant to FGC 5937 and the 13	

public trust doctrine to maintain sufficient bypass of water into the 14	

downstream reach to keep fish in good condition.   15	

158.   This duty includes the collateral duties to adequately monitor 16	

and report inflows and outflows from the Rector Reservoir; to 17	

conduct a preliminary investigation into the bypass needs of fish in 18	

the downstream reach, and to thereafter monitor the fish population 19	

to confirm on a continuing basis that the bypass is sufficient to 20	

maintain said fish in good condition; and a duty to conduct dam 21	

operations in a manner that does not injury the public trust, 22	

including but not limited to controlling dam operations so as to not 23	

injure the streambed in the downstream reach. 24	
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159.   For decades the CDVA has knowingly failed in its duties to 1	

the public trust that arise under statute and common law.  So long 2	

as the CDVA fails to comply with its duties there is a likelihood of 3	

irreparable harm with no adequate remedy at law. 4	

160.   The CDVA has been informed of its duties, has the present 5	

resources to comply, and yet it knowingly has remained in breach, 6	

forcing this litigation to protect the public trust.  7	

161.   The public interest favors the granting of a permanent 8	

injunction to prevent a multiplicity of actions and to bring this matter 9	

to a permanent conclusion by enjoining the CDVA to performance 10	

of its public trust duties. 11	

Wherefore Water Audit prays for relief as set forth below. 12	

 13	
 14	

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 15	
(Writ of Mandate – CDVA and Does 1-20) 16	

 17	

162.   Water Audit hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 18	

to 140 as if set forth in full here. 19	

163.   CCP section 1085 states in relevant part:  “(a) A writ of 20	

mandate may be issued by any court to any inferior tribunal, 21	

corporation, board, or person, to compel the performance of an act 22	
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which the law specially enjoins, as a duty resulting from an office, 1	

trust, or station … “ 2	

164.   CCP 1086 states: “The writ must be issued in all cases 3	

where there is not a plain, speedy, and adequate remedy, in the 4	

ordinary course of law.  It must be issued upon the verified petition 5	

of the party beneficially interested.” 6	

165.   The CDVA has a duty pursuant to FGC 5937 and the public 7	

trust doctrine to maintain sufficient bypass of water into the 8	

downstream reach to keep fish in good condition. 9	

166.   This principal duty includes collateral duties to adequately 10	

monitor and report inflows and outflows from the Bell Canyon 11	

Reservoir; to conduct a preliminary investigation into the bypass 12	

needs of fish in the downstream reach; and to thereafter monitor 13	

the fish population to confirm on a continuing basis that the bypass 14	

is sufficient to maintain said fish in good condition. 15	

167.   For decades the CDVA has failed in its duties to the public 16	

trust that arise under statute and common law. 17	

168.   The public interest favors the granting of a writ of mandate to 18	

prevent a multiplicity of actions, to prevent irreparable damage to 19	

the public trust, and to bring this matter to a permanent conclusion. 20	
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California Trout, Inc. v. State Water Resources Control Board 1	

(1989)  207 Cal.App.3d 585 [255 Cal.Rptr. 184] 2	

  Wherefore Water Audit prays for relief as set forth below. 3	

 4	

X.  PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 5	

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 6	
Declaratory Relief 7	
  8	
Water Audit respectfully prays that the court enter a declaratory judgment that 9	

Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent or object to the following: 10	

1. That Government Code section 14715 and the allocated 11	

rights associated with License 10911 are subordinate to the 12	

public trust doctrine and Fish and Game Code section 5937; 13	

2. That the CDVA has a first priority duty to bypass on both an 14	

interim and permanent basis sufficient water by the Rector 15	

Dam to keep the fish in the downstream reach in good 16	

condition;  17	

3. That the CDVA has a duty to use the best available 18	

technology and best professional practices to monitor and 19	

report flows of water into and out of the Rector Reservoir, 20	

and its distribution, places and purposes of use for all water 21	

diverted, and to ensure that no water is delivered except as 22	

authorized by License 10911;    23	
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4.  That the CDVA has a duty to determine what is “sufficient” 1	

bypass at all times and in all conditions.  This duty includes 2	

ensuring that downstream streambed conditions necessary 3	

to the good condition of fish are not damaged by dam 4	

operations, and to the extent that damages have occurred as 5	

a result of dam operations, duties to rehabilitate the 6	

downstream reach.   7	

5. That the CDVA has a duty to use adaptive and eco-system 8	

based management, credible science to monitor the fish 9	

downstream of the Dam and to confirm on a continuing basis 10	

whether they are being maintained in good condition;  11	

6. That the CDVA is in breach of the duties set forth above;  12	

7. That the CDVA must pay Water Audit of its costs of suit, 13	

including expenses, fees, costs, and other disbursements, 14	

including reasonable attorney fees pursuant to CCP 1021.5 15	

or as otherwise appropriate; and 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	
 20	
 21	
 22	
 23	
 24	
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 1	
Preliminary Injunction 2	
 3	

Water Audit respectfully prays that the court: 4	

1.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 5	

ceasing all delivery of water except as specifically authorized under 6	

License 10911, unless on or before January 1, 2017, the CDVA 7	

installs, operates, and maintains a flow monitoring system using best 8	

available technology and best professional practices to satisfy 9	

Emergency Regulation for Measuring and Reporting Water Diversions 10	

and Senate Bill 88 that will provide, at a minimum, the inflow, reservoir 11	

elevation, bypass volume and temperature, and the volume of water 12	

diverted to beneficial use.   13	

2.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 14	

immediately bypassing on an interim basis flows equal to or greater 15	

than those set forth in Table 9 until otherwise ordered by the court. 16	

3.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 17	

paying Water Audit of its costs of suit, including expenses, fees, costs, 18	

and other disbursements, including reasonable attorney fees pursuant 19	

to CCP 1021.5 or as otherwise appropriate. 20	

 21	
 22	
 23	
 24	
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 1	
Permanent Injunction 2	
 3	

Water Audit respectfully prays that the court: 4	

1.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 5	

ceasing all delivery of water except as specifically authorized under 6	

License 10911, unless on or before January 1, 2017, the CDVA 7	

installs, operates, and maintains a flow monitoring system using best 8	

available technology and best professional practices to satisfy 9	

Emergency Regulation for Measuring and Reporting Water Diversions 10	

and Senate Bill 88 that will provide, at a minimum, the inflow, reservoir 11	

elevation, bypass volume and temperature, and the volume of water 12	

diverted to beneficial use.   13	

2.  Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 14	

ceasing all delivery of water except as specifically authorized under 15	

License 10911, unless on or before May 1, 2017, the CDVA shall 16	

prepare and publish to the public a comprehensive E-map showing all 17	

places of delivery of water diverted at Rector Dam, and files a petition 18	

for a change of place and purpose of use for all deliveries not set forth 19	

on the License. 20	

3.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 21	

ceasing all delivery of water except as specifically authorized under 22	

License 10911, unless on or before May 1, 2017, the CDVA hires a 23	
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qualified fisheries biologist, a hydrologist and geomorphologist to 1	

prepare a site-specific habitat-based instream flow study that 2	

incorporates habitat, species, and life history criteria.  The study should 3	

use credible science to address bypass flows and streambed 4	

conditions needed to maintain all life history stages of aquatic species 5	

that should be present in the downstream reach.  The CDVA shall 6	

include in the study all tributaries impacted by the Rector Dam.  The 7	

CDVA shall instruct its consultants to use best practices to determine 8	

the quantum of bypass and that they must be guided by the Supreme 9	

Court decision in California Trout, Inc. v. State Water Resources 10	

Control Bd. (1989) 207 Cal. App. 3d 194, at 210: “The answer is - 11	

enough to restore the historic fishery.”  The aforesaid study should also 12	

consider the impacts of the Rector Dam on channel forming flows, 13	

provide a proposal to rehabilitate the streambed and environs in the 14	

downstream reach damaged by dam operations, and contain a specific 15	

proposal to provide periodic channel maintenance and flushing flows 16	

that are representative of the natural hydrograph.  CDVA shall provide 17	

a study plan to Water Audit, the DFW, and NOAA for review and 18	

approval prior to implementation.  To accurately reflect stream 19	

resources, water must be released during the study period; 20	
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4.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 1	

ceasing all diversion of water from April 1 to December 14 of each 2	

year.  The resulting quantum of bypass shall not be diminished by 3	

evaporation, except as would occur from the stream in its natural 4	

condition. 5	

5.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 6	

bypassing on an interim basis, flows equal to or greater than those set 7	

forth in Table 9. 8	

6.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 9	

immediately ceasing all delivery of water except as authorized by 10	

SWRCB license 10911. 11	

7.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 12	

ceasing all delivery of water except as specifically authorized under 13	

License 10911 until the measure of flow bypassed by Rector Dam is of 14	

sufficient quality and quantity to allow upstream and downstream fish 15	

passage, and maintain in good condition any aquatic resources that 16	

would exist in downstream reaches under unimpaired flows.  Outside 17	

the diversion season and at low flows, all inflow is to be bypassed 18	

automatically.  Bypass flows should be modified incrementally to avoid 19	

sudden changes in flow.   20	
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8.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 1	

using direct diversion for irrigation, frost, or heat control. 2	

9.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 3	

ceasing all diversion of water unless the CDVA provides a summary 4	

monitoring report of the prior year’s operations on July 1 of each year, 5	

commencing July 1, 2018, to Water Audit, the DFW, and NOAA.  The 6	

report shall provide a summary of the flow data collected in a manner 7	

that clearly demonstrates flow and diversion rates. 8	

10.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 9	

ceasing all diversion of water if it refuses to permit access by active 10	

management personnel to monitor compliance, and to determine 11	

whether there are unforeseen problems or adverse impacts. 12	

11.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from on 13	

or before May 1, 2018, recruiting and maintaining an active 14	

management committee for Rector Dam, consisting of representatives 15	

of DFW, NOAA, beneficial users, and not less than three community 16	

representatives with proven interest in environmental matters, one of 17	

which is to be nominated by Water Audit. 18	

12.    Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from on 19	

or before May 1, 2018, or as otherwise ordered by the court, to 20	

schedule a meeting of the active management committee to evaluate 21	
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its study, recommendations, and the proposed plan of implementation.  1	

The CDVA shall give not less than forty-five days prior notice of the 2	

meeting, Notice of the hearing shall be given by certified mail to Water 3	

Audit, the SWRCB, DFW, NOAA, and to the general public as required 4	

by law.  A complete copy of the study, recommendations, and the 5	

proposed plan of implementation shall be posted to the Internet, and its 6	

URL stated in the notice.  Any subsequent changes to the distributed 7	

copy of the Plan shall require renewed notice of the active 8	

management committee meeting and not less than an additional thirty 9	

days to comment.  Thereafter, if consensus can be reached, the CDVA 10	

shall adopt a proposed dam operating protocol.  If the active 11	

management committee cannot reach consensus, the proposed 12	

operating protocol shall thereafter be reviewed by the court, on noticed 13	

hearing,  with the opportunity for comment to the court by all interested 14	

persons.  Once the court has approved Rector Dam operating 15	

protocols, the CDVA shall thereafter comply with orders of the court. 16	

13.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the CDVA from 17	

paying Water Audit its costs of suit, including its expenses, fees, costs, 18	

and other disbursements, including reasonable attorney fees, pursuant 19	

to CCP 1021.5 or as otherwise appropriate.   20	
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14.   Order that Does 1 to 20 have no right to prevent the appointment of 1	

a SWRCB Water Master should the CDVA be found materially in 2	

breach of any portion of the court’s orders. 3	

 4	

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 5	
Writ of Mandate 6	
 7	

Water Audit respectfully prays that the court: 8	

1.    Find that Government Code section 14715 and the allocated 9	

rights associated with License 10911 are subordinate to the public 10	

trust doctrine and Fish and Game Code section 5937; 11	

2.    Find that the CDVA has a first priority duty to bypass on both 12	

an interim and permanent basis sufficient water by the Rector Dam 13	

to keep the fish in the downstream reach in good condition;  14	

3.   Find that the CDVA has a duty to best available technology 15	

and best professional practices to monitor and report flows of water 16	

into and out of the Rector Reservoir, and its distribution, places and 17	

purposes of use for all water diverted, and to ensure that all water 18	

deliveries are only as authorized by License 10911;    19	

4.   Find that the CDVA has a duty to determine what is 20	

“sufficient” bypass at all times and in all conditions.  This duty 21	

includes ensuring that downstream streambed conditions 22	

necessary to the good condition of fish are not damaged by dam 23	
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operations, and to the extent that damages have occurred as a 1	

result of dam operations, duties to rehabilitate the downstream 2	

reach; 3	

5.  Find that the CDVA has a duty to use adaptive and eco-4	

system based management, credible science to monitor the fish 5	

downstream of the Dam and to confirm on a continuing basis 6	

whether they are being maintained in good condition;  7	

6.    Find that until the commencement of this action the CDVA 8	

has been in breach of the duties set forth above; 9	

7.   Order the CDVA to cease all delivery of water except as 10	

specifically authorized under License 10911, unless on or before 11	

April 1, 2017, the CDVA installs, operates, and maintains a flow 12	

monitoring system using best available technology and best 13	

professional practices that will provide at a minimum, the inflow, 14	

reservoir elevation and stored water, bypass volume, temperature, 15	

pH, EC, torpidity and the volume of water diverted to beneficial use.  16	

Real time and historical data generated by the monitoring system 17	

shall be freely available on the Internet to the public and 18	

researchers, and shall be compatible with flow monitoring systems 19	

operated by the USGS, SWRCB, and Napa RCD. 20	
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8.   Order the CDVA to hire a qualified fisheries biologist, 1	

hydrologist and geomorphologist to prepare a site-specific habitat-2	

based instream flow, fish and environmental study, based on 3	

credible science, that incorporates habitat, species, and life history 4	

criteria.  The study should address bypass flows and streambed 5	

conditions needed to maintain all life history stages of aquatic 6	

species that should be present in the downstream reach.  The 7	

CDVA shall instruct its consultants that to determine the quantum of 8	

bypass they must be guided by the Supreme Court decision in 9	

California Trout, Inc. v. State Water Resources Control Bd. (1989) 10	

207 Cal. App. 3d 194, at 210: “The answer is - enough to restore 11	

the historic fishery.”  The study should also consider the impacts of 12	

the Rector Dam on channel forming flows, provide a proposal to 13	

rehabilitate the streambed and environs in the downstream reach 14	

damaged by dam operations, and contain a specific proposal to 15	

provide periodic channel maintenance and flushing flows that are 16	

representative of the natural hydrograph.  To accurately reflect 17	

stream resources, water must be released as necessary during the 18	

study period, and utilize adaptive and eco-system based 19	

management.  CDVA shall provide a draft study plan to Water 20	
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Audit, the DFW and NOAA for review and approval prior to 1	

implementation.   2	

9.   Order the CDVA to cease all diversion of water from April 1 3	

to December 14 of each year.  The quantum of bypass shall not be 4	

diminished by consumptive uses, including evaporation. 5	

10.   Order the CDVA to bypass on an interim basis flows equal to 6	

or greater than those set forth in Table 9. 7	

11.   Order the CDVA to no later than June 1, 2017, cease all 8	

delivery of water except as authorized by SWRCB license 10911. 9	

12.   Order the CDVA to cease all diversion of water unless on or 10	

before May 1, 2018, the flow bypassed by Rector Dam is of 11	

sufficient quality and quantity to allow upstream and downstream 12	

fish passage to the ocean, and to maintain in good condition any 13	

aquatic resources that would exist in downstream reaches under 14	

unimpaired flows.  Bypass shall be made by a passive or 15	

automated system that is designed to divert flow only when the 16	

terms of the SWRCB permit and sufficient bypass will be met.  17	

Outside the diversion season and at low flows, water is to bypass 18	

automatically.  Bypass flows should be modified incrementally to 19	

avoid sudden changes in flow.   20	
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13.   Order the CDVA that there shall be no direct diversion for 1	

irrigation, frost, or heat control. 2	

14.   Order the CDVA to provide a summary monitoring report of 3	

the prior year’s operations on July 1 of each year to Water Audit, 4	

the DFW, and NOAA.  The report shall provide a summary of the 5	

flow data collected in a manner that clearly demonstrates flow and 6	

diversion rates. 7	

15.   Order the CDVA to permit access by active management 8	

committee personnel (see paragraph 16) to study the Rector Dam 9	

and Reservoir and monitor compliance, and to determine whether 10	

there are unforeseen problems or adverse impacts. 11	

16.    Order the CDVA to recruit and maintain an active 12	

management committee for Rector Dam, consisting of 13	

representatives of DFW, NOAA, beneficial users, and community 14	

representatives with proven interest in environmental matters.  15	

Water Audit representative(s) shall be full members of the active 16	

management committee. 17	

17.  Order the CDVA to schedule on or before February 1, 2018, 18	

or as otherwise ordered by the court, a meeting to evaluate its 19	

study, recommendations, and the proposed plan of implementation.  20	

The CDVA shall give not less than forty-five days prior notice of the 21	
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meeting.  Notice of the hearing shall be given by certified mail to 1	

Water Audit, the SWRCB, DFW, NOAA, and to the general public 2	

as required by law.  A complete copy of the study, 3	

recommendations, and the proposed plan of implementation shall 4	

be posted to the Internet, and its URL stated in the notice.  Any 5	

subsequent changes to the distributed copy of the Plan shall 6	

require renewed notice of the meeting and not less than an 7	

additional thirty days to comment.   8	

18.  If the active management committee reaches consensus, 9	

and there is no protest filed by a member of the public, thereafter 10	

the CDVA shall adopt the approved proposed dam operating 11	

protocols.  If the committee cannot reach consensus, or if a 12	

member of the public shall file a protest, the CDVA’s draft operating 13	

protocols shall thereafter be reviewed by the court, on noticed 14	

hearing, and with the opportunity for comment by all interested 15	

persons.  Once the court has approved a Rector Dam operating 16	

protocol, the CDVA shall thereafter comply with the order of the 17	

court. 18	

19.  Order that after revised operating protocols are adopted and 19	

implemented, biannually thereafter the CDVA shall perform studies 20	
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to determine whether the revised protocols are sufficient to maintain 1	

the downstream fish in good condition. 2	

20.  Order that for not less than six (6) years after revised 3	

operating protocols are adopted and implemented, the active 4	

management committee shall meet annually to review dam 5	

operations, or more frequently if a member of the active 6	

management committee shall call a special meeting for good 7	

cause.  The active management committee shall review the reports 8	

and studies referred to in paragraphs 14 and 19 above, and shall 9	

review all other operational and site data, and such other matters 10	

as are relevant to dam operations to determine whether the 11	

approved protocols are in compliance with the owner’s duties to the 12	

public trust.  The minimum period of oversight by the active 13	

management committee shall be extended for two years for each 14	

year that Dam operations are found not in full compliance with 15	

operating protocols.  Consensus changes in operating protocols 16	

may be made by the committee.  If consensus cannot be reached, 17	

any member of the committee may request judicial review and 18	

determination.   19	
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21.   Order the appointment of a Water Master should the CDVA 1	

be found in material breach of any portion of the court’s aforesaid 2	

orders. 3	

22.  Order the CDVA to pay to Water Audit its costs of suit, 4	

including its expenses, fees, costs, and other disbursements, 5	

including reasonable attorney fees pursuant to CCP 1021.5 or as 6	

otherwise appropriate.   7	

 8	

January 17, 2017 9	
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    ______________________________ 11	

    William McKinnon 12	
    Attorney for Water Audit California 13	
    A Public Benefit Corporation 14	
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